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Executive summary 

Purpose of this paper 

X1 This paper sets out our framework (IM Review framework) for reaching decisions on 

the input methodologies review we commenced under Part 4 of the Commerce Act 

1986 (Act) on 23 February 2022 (IM Review).1 The IM Review framework has 

benefited from submissions and cross-submissions we received in our consultation 

on the draft framework from May-August 2022. We thank submitters for engaging 

with the draft framework and providing their considered views, which we have 

taken into account in developing and finalising the IM Review framework. We touch 

on submitters’ views on different parts of the draft framework in the relevant parts 

of this paper. 

X2 We are publishing the IM Review framework now so that we can apply it in making 

our draft decisions. If submissions on our draft decisions prompt us to reconsider 

and revise any aspect of this framework, we will update it accordingly.  

X3 The IM Review offers an important opportunity to work with the sector, consumers, 

and other government agencies to consider issues, risks and opportunities in the 

energy and airports sectors and to review the role that our regulatory settings can 

play in helping regulated entities deliver the right outcomes for Aotearoa New 

Zealand. 

X4 We now have more than a decade’s experience with setting, implementing, 

reviewing and amending IMs under our regulatory regime. This IM Review occurs 

during a period of change for the energy and airport sectors, particularly in relation 

to the impacts of climate change, the transition to a low carbon economy, and the 

ongoing impact of COVID-19. Changes to consumer preferences, technology, and 

government policy are all expected to also affect these sectors in the short to 

medium term. Our IM Review framework allows us to take account of these dynamic 

factors within the overall purposes of the Part 4 regime. 

Context for the IM Review 

X5 Part 4 of the Act provides for the regulation of the price and quality of goods or 

services in markets where there is little or no competition and little or no likelihood 

of a substantial increase in competition.2 

 

1  Notice of Intention – 23 February 2022 – Input Methodologies Review 2023 (notice of intention). 
2  Section 52 of the Act.  

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0034/277387/IM-review-notice-of-intention-to-commence-IM-review-23-February.pdf
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X6 The central purpose of regulating the price and quality of goods or services in these 

markets is to promote the long-term benefit of consumers of those goods and 

services.3 

X7 The following services are currently regulated by Part 4:  

X7.1 electricity lines services;  

X7.2 gas pipeline services; and  

X7.3 specified airport services. 

X8 Input methodologies (IMs) are the upfront rules, processes and requirements of 

Part 4 regulation. IMs are used in setting information disclosure (ID) and price-

quality (PQ) regulatory determinations. The purpose of IMs, set out in section 52R of 

the Act, is to promote certainty for suppliers and consumers in relation to the rules, 

requirements and processes applying to Part 4 regulation. IMs apply to all suppliers 

of electricity lines services (including Transpower New Zealand Limited 

(Transpower)), gas pipeline services, and specified airport services. 

X9 We first determined the IMs in 2010, with the exception of the IMs for Transpower’s 

capital expenditure proposals (Capex IM), which we determined in January 2012.  

X10 The Act requires us to review all IMs no later than 7 years after their publication and, 

after that, at intervals of no more than 7 years.4 In practice, this means we will 

review every IM policy decision and the implementation of each decision in the 

relevant IM determination(s). In respect of each IM policy decision we review, we 

may decide to:  

X10.1 amend the associated IMs;  

X10.2 replace those IMs; 

X10.3 amend or replace those IMs at a later point; or  

X10.4 make no amendments to those IMs. 

 

3  Section 52A.  
4  Section 52Y(1) of the Act. 
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X11 We substantially completed our first review of the IMs in December 2016 (2016 IM 

review). We deferred decisions on certain areas of the 2016 IM review to 2017 – 

specifically, on the Transpower Incremental Rolling Incentive Scheme (IRIS) to June 

2017, on the customised price-quality path (CPP) information requirements for gas 

to December 2017, and on the related party transaction provisions for electricity 

distribution businesses (EDBs) and gas distribution/ transmission businesses to 

December 2017. We also completed our review of Transpower’s Capex IM in May 

2018.  

X12 Some submissions on our draft IM Review framework suggested we consider a 

shorter five-year cycle for reviewing the IMs, to align with resetting the EDBs’ default 

price-quality path.5 We can and have amended the IMs in certain circumstances 

between the IM review cycles.  

X13 However, we are not in a position to resolve the timing of the next IM review in this 

paper, and we do not intend to resolve the question of the frequency of IM reviews 

as part of the current IM Review. An important consideration for us in deciding when 

the next IM review will be is the interaction between the IM review cycles under 

section 52Y of the Act and the equivalent review of the IMs relating to fibre fixed 

line access service (fibre) required under section 182 of the Telecommunications Act 

2001 (Telecommunications Act). We are not in position to consider that interaction, 

among other considerations, at this point. 

X14 We commenced the current review of IMs on 23 February 2022 by issuing a notice 

of intention, outlining the process the review will follow and the proposed 

timeframes.6  

X15 We consulted and have taken into account submissions on our draft IM Review 

framework from 20 May to August 2022. This paper describes the IM Review 

framework we intend to apply in reaching our decisions. This consists of two main 

components:  

X15.1 the decision-making framework, which describes how we will decide 

whether and how to amend the IMs; and  

X15.2 the key economic principles, which guide how we might best promote the 

Part 4 purpose. 

 

5  Orion New Zealand Limited (Orion), “Feedback on the Input Methodologies ‘Draft Framework Review’ and 
‘Process and Issues’ Papers” (11 July 2022), at paras 131-132; Unison Networks Limited (Unison), 
“Submission on Input Methodologies Process and Issues Paper and Draft Framework Paper” (11 July 2022), 
at para 16; and Vector Limited (Vector), “Vector cross submission on IM review 2023: Draft Framework 
Paper & Process and Issues Paper” (3 August 2022), at para 10. 

6  Notice of intention, above n 1. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/288012/Orion-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/288012/Orion-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/288020/Unison-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/288020/Unison-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0038/289829/Vector-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-process-and-issues-paper,-and-draft-framework-paper-3-August-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0038/289829/Vector-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-process-and-issues-paper,-and-draft-framework-paper-3-August-2022.pdf
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The IM Review framework  

The framework has not materially changed since the 2016 IM review  

X16 The IM Review framework we will use for the IM Review is substantially the same as 

the framework we developed and applied for the 2016 IM review,7 though we 

reconsidered and refined it in light of developments canvassed in our draft IM 

Review framework paper and discussed in this paper. 

X17 Many interested parties will already be familiar with the framework from the 2016 

IM review, and we consider using it here will promote consistency and certainty as 

to our decision making in this IM review. Submitters generally echoed this view in 

our consultation on the draft IM Review framework.8  

X18 There are two main conceptual elements to the IM Review framework:  

X18.1 Review element: reviewing the IMs and identifying which IMs we should 

consider changing and why; and  

X18.2 Change element: deciding whether, and if so how, to change an IM after 

completing the review element. 

X19 In practice, these two conceptual elements may overlap to an extent – in substance 

and in sequence – as we conduct the IM Review. 

Three overarching objectives underpin our decision-making in the IM Review 

X20 In identifying which IMs to consider changing, and in reaching decisions on changing 

IMs, we are guided by three overarching objectives for the IM Review. We will only 

change the IMs if it appears likely to meet one or more of the overarching objectives. 

The three overarching objectives for the IM Review are as follows:  

X20.1 promoting the Part 4 purpose in section 52A more effectively;  

X20.2 promoting the IM purpose in section 52R more effectively (without 

detrimentally affecting the promotion of the section 52A purpose); and  

 

7  Commerce Commission, “Input methodologies review decisions – Framework for the IM Review” (20 
December 2016) (2016 IM review framework). 

8  See for example, Major Electricity Users’ Group (MEUG), “IM draft framework paper” (11 July 2022), at 
para 3; Air New Zealand Limited (Air NZ), “Consultation on Process and Issues and Decision-Making 
Framework for the Part 4 Input Methodologies Review” (11 July 2022), at pgs. 1 and 2; Electricity Networks 
Association (ENA), “Part 4 Input Methodologies Review – Submission to the Commerce Commission” (11 
July 2022), at pg. 3; Wellington Electricity Lines Limited (WE*), “Part 4 Input Methodologies Review 2023 – 
Process and Issues paper” (11 July 2022), at pg. 1; and Transpower, “Input Methodologies Review 2023: 
Draft Framework Paper and Process and Issues Paper” (11 July 2022), at pg. 4. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/60532/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-20-December-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/60532/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-20-December-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/288002/Major-Electricity-Users-Group-Submission-on-IM-Review-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/287981/Air-New-Zealand-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/287981/Air-New-Zealand-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0042/287997/Electricity-Networks-Association-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0042/287997/Electricity-Networks-Association-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0042/287997/Electricity-Networks-Association-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/288023/Wellington-Electricity-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/288023/Wellington-Electricity-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/288018/Transpower-NZ-Ltd-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/288018/Transpower-NZ-Ltd-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
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X20.3 significantly reducing compliance costs, other regulatory costs, or complexity 

(without detrimentally affecting the promotion of the section 52A purpose).  

X21 In testing a proposed IM decision against the overarching objectives:  

X21.1 in the case of the first and third objectives in paragraph X20, we will have 

regard to whether the proposed decision promotes the section 52R IM 

purpose more or less effectively than the relevant IM in providing certainty 

for regulated suppliers and consumers in relation to the rules, 

requirements, and processes applying to regulation under Part 4; 

X21.2 where we consider it relevant and consistent with promoting the section 

52A purpose of Part 4, we may have regard to: 

X21.2.1 whether there are alternative ways to address the identified 
issues with the relevant IM that do not involve changing the IMs 
as part of the review;  

X21.2.2 the permissive considerations under section 5ZN of the Climate 
Change Response Act 2002 (CCRA);9 and 

X21.2.3 other Part 4 provisions, namely: 

(A) the purpose of ID (section 53A);  

(B) the purpose of default/customised price-quality regulation 
(DPP/CPP regulation) (section 53K);  

(C) requirements relating to energy efficiency (section 54Q);  

(D) decisions made under the Electricity Industry Act 2010 
(section 54V); and  

(E) decisions under the Gas Act 1992 (section 55I).  

X22 Promoting the purpose of Part 4 under section 52A is at the forefront of our 

decision-making – both in considering which IMs to change and in reaching decisions 

on changing IMs. The other purpose statements and provisions of Part 4 are relevant 

matters but should be applied consistently with section 52A.10 Submitters broadly 

endorsed this position in submissions on our draft IM Review framework.11  

 

9  Commerce Commission, “Default price-quality paths for gas pipeline businesses from 1 October 2022 – 
Final reasons paper” (31 May 2022) (Gas DPP3 final decision), at paras 2.24-2.25. 

10  Unison Networks Ltd v Commerce Commission [2007] NZSC 74, [2008] 1 NZLR 42 (Unison v Commerce 
Commission), at paras 50 and 53. We note too that the High Court in Wellington International Airport Ltd & 
others v Commerce Commission [2013] NZHC 3289 (IM merits appeal), at para 165, considered that the 
purpose of IMs, set out in section 52R of the Act, is “conceptually subordinate” to the purpose of Part 4 as 
set out in section 52A when applying the “materially better” test.  

11  See for example, Air NZ, above n 8, at pg. 1; and, ENA, above n 8, at pg. 3. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/284524/DPPs-for-gas-pipeline-businesses-from-1-October-2022-Final-Reasons-Paper-31-May-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/284524/DPPs-for-gas-pipeline-businesses-from-1-October-2022-Final-Reasons-Paper-31-May-2022.pdf
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Key economic principles  

X23 Three key economic principles provide guidance on how we might best promote the 

purpose of Part 4 under section 52A, through our decisions. The economic principles 

can also help promote regulatory predictability by signalling how we are likely to 

approach relevant decisions. However, they do not amount to a ‘regulatory compact’ 

and they do not take precedence over the statutory purposes and provisions of Part 

4. Moreover, if a principle ceases to be consistent with the section 52A purpose of 

Part 4, we will not continue to apply that principle.  

X24 These three key economic principles are: 

X24.1 Ex-ante real financial capital maintenance (FCM): we provide regulated 

suppliers the ex-ante expectation of earning their risk-adjusted cost of 

capital (ie, a ‘normal return’), and of maintaining their financial capital in 

real terms over timeframes longer than a single regulatory period. This 

maintains incentives to invest in line with section 52A(1)(a) of the Act. 

However, PQ regulation does not guarantee a normal return over the 

lifetimes of a regulated supplier’s assets. Suppliers’ exposure to various 

risks will also differ depending on the applicable IMs and price-quality path 

settings, thereby affecting ex-post returns;  

X24.2 Allocation of risk: ideally, we allocate risks to suppliers or consumers 

depending on who is best placed to manage the risk, unless doing so would 

be inconsistent with section 52A. In line with section 52A(1)(a) and (b), 

appropriate risk allocation and, where relevant, appropriate compensation 

for the risks carried, maintains incentives to invest and promotes efficient 

behaviour; and  

X24.3 Asymmetric consequences of over-/under-investment: we apply FCM 

recognising any asymmetric consequences to consumers of regulated 

services, over the long term, of under-investment versus over-investment. 

This maintains incentives to invest in the service quality that consumers 

demand, in line with section 52A(1)(a) and (b).  

X25 In our consultation on the draft IM Review framework, submitters generally 

endorsed these three key economic principles. Some submitters raised additions to 

and adaptations of the three principles, which we comment on in Chapter 4 of this 

paper.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Purpose of this paper 

1.1 The purpose of this paper is to explain the IM Review framework that we intend to 

apply in reaching decisions in the IM Review, which encompasses: 

1.1.1 the decision-making framework, which describes how we will decide whether 

and how to amend the IMs; and 

1.1.2 the key economic principles, which guide how we might best promote the 

Part 4 purpose. 

Structure of this paper 

1.2 Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 explains the relevant statutory 

context for the IM Review.  

1.3 Chapter 3 of this paper presents the decision-making framework and describes the 

types of questions we will consider in reviewing the IMs and deciding whether and 

how to change the IMs. 

1.4 The final chapter of this paper, Chapter 4, discusses the three key economic 

principles that will guide us in giving effect to the Part 4 purpose in our decision-

making in the IM Review. 

1.5 In each chapter we note and comment on submissions made on the relevant part of 

the draft IM Review framework. 
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Chapter 2 Statutory context for the IM Review 
framework 

Purpose of this chapter 

2.1 The purpose of this chapter is to set out the relevant statutory context for the IM 

Review framework. 

The Part 4 regime 

The Part 4 purpose 

2.2 Part 4 of the Act provides for the regulation of the price and quality of goods or 

services in markets where there is little or no competition and little or no likelihood 

of a substantial increase in competition.12 

2.3 Section 52A of the Act sets out the purpose of Part 4: 

(1) The purpose of this Part is to promote the long-term benefit of consumers in markets referred to 

in section 52 by promoting outcomes that are consistent with outcomes produced in competitive 

markets such that suppliers of regulated goods or services—  

(a) have incentives to innovate and to invest, including in replacement, upgraded, and new 

assets; and  

(b) have incentives to improve efficiency and provide services at a quality that reflects 

consumer demands; and  

(c) share with consumers the benefits of efficiency gains in the supply of the regulated 

goods or services, including through lower prices; and  

(d) are limited in their ability to extract excessive profits. 

2.4 The key direction in section 52A is that we are to promote the long-term benefit of 

consumers in markets for regulated services, and this is our primary concern in 

achieving the purpose of Part 4. Section 52A provides that this is to be achieved by 

promoting outcomes that are consistent with outcomes produced by workably 

competitive markets,13 and gives us four outcomes to pursue under subsection 

(1)(a) to (d) that are consistent with those of workably competitive markets.  

 

12  Section 52 of the Act. 
13  Under section 3(1) of the Act, ‘competition’ means “workable or effective competition”. ‘Workable 

competition’ was explained by the High Court in IM merits appeal, above n 10, at paras 18-22. 
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2.5 The High Court has confirmed that the relevant consumers whose interests we 

must promote are the consumers of regulated services; and that it is their interests 

as consumers of the regulated services, rather than as participants in New 

Zealand’s wider economy, that must be promoted.14 In our view, consumers may 

be direct or indirect acquirers of regulated services. 

2.6 We promote the interests of consumers of the regulated service by promoting the 

section 52A(1)(a)-(d) outcomes consistent with what would be produced in a 

workably competitive market.15 Our focus is not on replicating all potential 

outcomes of workably competitive markets per se, but rather, with specifically 

promoting the section 52A(1)(a)-(d) outcomes for the long-term benefit of 

consumers consistent with the way those outcomes are promoted in workably 

competitive markets. 

2.7 Our view is that the outcomes in paragraphs (a) to (d) are integral to promoting the 

long-term benefit of consumers and reflect key areas of supplier performance that 

characterise workable competition. None of the outcomes are paramount and,16 

further, the outcomes are not separate and distinct from each other, or from 

section 52A(1) as a whole. Rather, we must balance them,17 and must exercise 

judgement in doing so. When exercising this judgement, we are guided by what 

best promotes the long-term benefit of consumers.18 

2.8 In giving effect to the section 52A purpose statement or considering whether an IM 

gives effect to section 52A, we recognise that certain key economic principles 

(which we discuss in Chapter 4) can be useful analytical tools.  

Who is subject to Part 4 regulation?  

2.9 Suppliers of the following services are subject to Part 4 regulation on the basis that 

they face little or no competition and little or no likelihood of a substantial increase 

in competition: 

 

14  IM merits appeal, above n 10, at para 222. 
15  Above n 10, at paras 25-27. 
16  At para 684. 
17  At para 684. 
18  See the discussion of our decision to adopt of the 75th percentile for WACC in above n 10, at paras 1391-

1492.  
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2.9.1 Electricity lines services:19 Electricity lines services are defined in section 54C 

of the Act as meaning the conveyance of electricity by line in New Zealand, 

including services performed by Transpower as system operator.20 Electricity 

lines services are provided by three groups of suppliers:  

(A) Transpower – which is subject to ID regulation and individual 

price-quality (IPP) regulation;  

(B) sixteen non-exempt EDBs – which are subject to ID regulation 

and DPP/CPP regulation;21 and  

(C) thirteen exempt EDBs – which are subject to ID regulation 

only.22 

2.9.2 Gas pipeline services:23 Gas pipeline services means the conveyance of 

natural gas by pipeline and includes the assumption of responsibility for 

losses of natural gas.24 Small scale conveyance is excluded from the definition 

(and Part 4 regulation), as are gas pipelines listed in Schedule 6 of the Act. 

There are currently four regulated gas distribution businesses and one gas 

transmission business, which provide gas pipeline services as defined in 

section 55A and are accordingly subject to Part 4 regulation. All are subject to 

ID and DPP/CPP regulation.  

2.9.3 Suppliers of specified airport services:25 Specified airport services are defined 

in section 56A as meaning all the services supplied by Auckland International 

Airport Ltd, Wellington International Airport Ltd, and Christchurch 

International Airport Ltd in markets relating to airfield, aircraft, freight and 

specified passenger terminal activities. These airports are subject to ID 

regulation only. 

How are these suppliers regulated? 

2.10 Part 4 regulatory control involves a two-step process which requires us:  

 

19  Section 54E of the Act. 
20  Section 54C. 
21  Sections 54F and 54G. 
22  Thirteen of the 29 EDBs in New Zealand are currently exempt from PQ regulation on the basis that they 

meet the Act’s definition of ‘consumer-owned’. See sections 54D, 54F and 54G of the Act. 
23  Section 55B. 
24  Section 55A. 
25  Section 56B. 
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2.10.1 first, to determine IMs that will be of general application to the supply of the 

relevant services;26 and  

2.10.2 second, under section 52S, apply those IMs to determine under section 52P 

the actual regulatory controls – PQ regulation and ID regulation – to which 

each regulated supplier will be subject. 

The role of IMs in Part 4 regulation 

2.11 IMs are the upfront rules, processes and requirements of Part 4 regulation.27 

Section 52C defines ‘input methodology’ as: 

a description of any methodology, process, rule or matter that includes any of the matters listed in 

section 52T and that is published by the Commission under section 52W; and in relation to 

particular goods and services, means any input methodology, or all input methodologies, that relate 

to the supply, or to suppliers, of those goods or services. 

2.12 Section 52T(1) specifies the IMs we must determine:28 

52T Matters covered by input methodologies  

(1) The input methodologies relating to particular goods or services must include, to the extent 

applicable to the type of regulation under consideration,—  

a) methodologies for evaluating or determining the following matters in respect of the 

supply of the goods or services:  

(i) cost of capital:  

(ii) valuation of assets, including depreciation, and treatment of revaluations:  

(iii) allocation of common costs, including between activities, businesses, 

consumer classes, and geographic areas:29 

(iv) treatment of taxation; and 

b) pricing methodologies, except where another industry regulator (such as the Electricity 

Authority) has the power to set pricing methodologies in relation to particular goods or 

services; and 

c) regulatory processes and rules, such as — 

 

26  Sections 52U(1) (prior to its repeal) and 52T of the Act. 
27  Sections 52C and 52R of the Act. 
28  This is except for the input methodology for Transpower’s capital expenditure proposals, the requirements 

for which are specified under section 54S. 
29  Under section 52T(3), any methodologies referred to in subsection (1)(a)(iii) must not unduly deter 

investment by a supplier of regulated goods or services in the provision of other goods or services. 
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(i) the specification and definition of prices, including identifying any costs 

that can be passed through to prices (which may not include the legal costs 

of any appeals against input methodology determinations under this Part 

or of any appeals under section 91 or section 97); and  

(ii) identifying circumstances in which price-quality paths may be reconsidered 

within a regulatory period; and 

d) matters relating to proposals by a regulated supplier for a customised price-quality path, 

including—  

(i) requirements that must be met by the regulated supplier, including the 

scope and specificity of information required, the extent of independent 

verification and audit, and the extent of consultation and agreement with 

consumers; and  

(ii) the criteria that the Commission will use to evaluate any proposal. 

2.13 Section 52T(2) specifies that, as far as is reasonably practicable, every IM must: 

(a) set out the matters listed in subsection (1) in sufficient detail so that each affected supplier is 

reasonably able to estimate the material effects of the methodology on the supplier; and 

(b) set out how we intend to apply the input methodology to particular types of goods or services; 

and  

(c) be consistent with the other input methodologies that relate to the same type of goods or 

services. 

2.14 The purpose of IMs, set out in section 52R of the Act, is to promote certainty for 

suppliers and consumers in relation to the rules, requirements and processes 

applying to regulation. To that end, IMs, as far as is reasonably practicable, set out 

relevant matters in sufficient detail so each affected supplier is reasonably able to 

estimate the material effects of the methodology on the supplier. In that way, IMs 

constrain our evaluative judgements in subsequent regulatory decisions and 

enhance predictability.30 

2.15 However, some uncertainty remains inevitable.31 As the Court of Appeal observed 

in Commerce Commission v Vector Ltd, “certainty is a relative rather than an 

absolute value”,32 and:33 

 

30  Vector Ltd v Commerce Commission [2012] NZSC 99, [2013] 2 NZLR 445, at paras 2 and 64. 
31  IM merits appeal, above n 10, at para 214. 
32  Commerce Commission v Vector Ltd [2012] NZCA 220, at para 34. 
33  Above n 32, at para 60. 
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… there is a continuum between complete certainty at one end and complete flexibility at the other. 

The question is where Parliament has drawn the line. Clearly Parliament did not accord the 

Commission absolute flexibility, nor did it require absolute certainty in the regulatory regime. The 

requirement for the publication of input methodologies was intended to promote certainty in 

relation to the matters dealt with in section 52T(1). Against that framework, however, the 

Commission still has to make regulatory decisions, including as to price resetting under section 

53P(3)(b). Parliament must have considered that, as the Commission does so, further certainty will 

emerge. Moreover, the Commission’s extensive consultation obligations under Part 4 are also likely 

to produce further certainty over time. 

2.16 The section 52R purpose is thus primarily promoted by having the rules, processes 

and requirements set up front, prior to being applied by suppliers or us. However, 

as recognised in sections 52X and 52Y, these rules, processes and requirements 

may change over time.  

IMs must be reviewed every seven years 

2.17 Section 52Y(1) of the Act requires us to review each IM no later than seven years 

after its date of publication and, after that, at intervals of no more than seven 

years. Within that period, IMs can be amended in accordance with section 52X. 

Such IM amendments are made independently of a review under section 52Y(1), 

though we can conduct a section 52Y review earlier within the seven-year period.  

2.18 In their submissions on the draft IM Review framework, some EDBs suggested that 

given the pace of change in the energy sector, we should consider the merits of 

scheduling IM reviews every five years, aligning with the standard regulatory period 

for a DPP). This would be a more frequent basis than the interval of no more than 7 

years under section 52Y(1) of the Act.34  

2.19 We note that we can and have amended the IMs outside the IM review cycle under 

section 52Y. We have typically focused on two types of amendments in that 

context:35  

2.19.1 those that support incremental improvements to PQ paths; and  

2.19.2 those that enhance certainty about, or correct technical errors in, the existing 

IMs. 

2.20 Our reasons paper on our most recent IM amendment in the context of resetting 

the DPP for gas pipeline services outlined the circumstances in which we would 

amend the IMs outside the IM review cycle.36 

 

34  Orion, above n 5, at paras 131-132; Unison, above n 5, at para 16; and Vector, above n 5, at para 10. 
35  Commerce Commission, “Amendments to input methodologies for gas pipeline businesses related to the 

2022 default price-quality paths – reasons paper” (30 May 2022), at para 2.18. 
36  At paras 2.13 to 2.20. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/284452/Amendments-to-input-methodologies-for-gas-pipeline-businesses-related-to-the-2022-default-price-quality-paths-Reasons-paper-30-May-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0025/284452/Amendments-to-input-methodologies-for-gas-pipeline-businesses-related-to-the-2022-default-price-quality-paths-Reasons-paper-30-May-2022.pdf
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2.21 We are not in a position to resolve the timing of the next IM review in this paper, 

and we do not intend to resolve the question of the frequency of IM reviews as 

part of the current IM Review. An important consideration for us in deciding when 

the next IM review will be is the interaction between the IM review cycles under 

section 52Y of the Act and the equivalent review of the IMs relating to fibre 

required under section 182 of the Telecommunications Act. We are not in position 

to consider that interaction, among other considerations, at this point. 

The Part 4 purpose governs all of our decision-making under Part 4 

2.22 The powers to review and amend the IMs must be used to promote the policy and 

objectives of the Act as ascertained by reading the Act as a whole.37 At times there 

will be a tension between making IM changes to improve the regime and better 

promote the section 52A purpose on the one hand, and certainty on the other.  

2.23 It is clear that Parliament saw the promotion of certainty as being important to the 

achievement of the purpose of Part 4. This is to an extent implicitly inherent in 

section 52A (for example, providing regulated suppliers with incentives to invest in 

accordance with section 52A(1)(a) requires recognition of the role that 

predictability plays). It is also expressed in the section 52R IM purpose, in section 

52T, and in other aspects of the regime.38  

2.24 When considering proposed IM changes, we must therefore be mindful of the 

importance of: 

2.24.1 predictability, which plays a role in providing suppliers with incentives to 

invest in accordance with section 52A(1)(a); and 

2.24.2 the IMs’ role in promoting certainty.  

2.25 In undertaking the IM Review, we must ultimately make decisions that we consider 

promote the section 52A purpose of Part 4, which governs all of our decision-

making under Part 4, including our IM decisions. In practice, this means: 

2.25.1 the other purpose statements within Part 4 (including the section 52R IM 

purpose) are relevant matters, but they should be applied consistently with 

section 52A;39 and 

 

37  Unison v Commerce Commission, above n 10, at para 53. 
38  For further discussion, IM merits appeal, above n 10, at paras 213-221. 
39  Unison v Commerce Commission, above n 10, at paras 50-53. We note too that the High Court in the IM 

merits appeal, above n 10, at para 165, considered that the purpose of IMs, set out in section 52R of the 
Act, is “conceptually subordinate” to the purpose of Part 4 as set out in section 52A when applying the 
"materially better" test. 
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2.25.2 when making our decisions we must only give effect to these other purposes 

to the extent that doing so does not detract from our overriding obligation to 

promote the section 52A purpose of Part 4. 

Other Part 4 provisions may play a supporting role in the IM decision-making framework  

2.26 Several other Part 4 provisions may play a secondary, supporting role alongside the 

section 52A purpose of Part 4 and section 52R IM purpose in informing our 

decisions in the IM Review. These include:  

2.26.1 the purpose of ID (section 53A);  

2.26.2 the purpose of DPP/CPP regulation (section 53K);  

2.26.3 requirements relating to energy efficiency (section 54Q);  

2.26.4 decisions made under the Electricity Industry Act 2010 (section 54V); and  

2.26.5 decisions under the Gas Act 1992 (section 55I).  

2.27 The extent to which these provisions feature in our decision-making framework will 

depend on the nature of the IM and the proposed decision in question. 

2.28 Section 54Q requires us to promote incentives, and avoid imposing disincentives, 

for suppliers of electricity lines services to invest in energy efficiency and demand 

side management, and to reduce energy losses, when applying Part 4 in relation to 

electricity lines services.  

2.29 Several submitters on our Open letter—ensuring our energy and airports regulation 

is fit for purpose of 29 April 2021, and contributors in our December 2021 

workshop on the impact of decarbonisation on electricity lines services, 

emphasised to us the importance of section 54Q to our regulatory regime and 

decision making under Part 4.40 Vector and Energy Trusts of New Zealand 

Incorporated (ETNZ) reiterated this view to us in our consultation on the draft IM 

Review framework.41 

2.30 We agree we must give effect to section 54Q in our decision-making on the IM 

Review, however, we remain of the view that we must do so in a manner that is 

consistent with promoting the outcomes of the section 52A purpose of Part 4.42  

 

40  Our Open letter—ensuring our energy and airports regulation is fit for purpose of 29 April 2021, 
submissions on our open letter, and a summary and feedback on our workshop on the impact of 
decarbonisation on electricity lines services on 7 December 2021 are available here. 

41  Vector, above n 5, at para 16; and ETNZ, “Process and Issues/ Draft Framework Submission – ETNZ” (11 July 
2022), at pgs. 4-5. 

42  Unison v Commerce Commission, above n 10, at paras 50 and 53. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/regulated-industries/airports/projects/open-letter-ensuring-our-energy-and-airports-regulation-is-fit-for-purpose?target=timeline
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0043/287998/Energy-Trusts-of-New-Zealand-Inc-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0043/287998/Energy-Trusts-of-New-Zealand-Inc-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
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We may take into account the permissive considerations under section 5ZN of the CCRA 
where it is consistent with promoting the purpose of Part 4 

2.31 New Zealand is targeting net zero greenhouse gases (excluding biogenic methane 

for which there are separate provisions) by 2050 (2050 target), as set out in section 

5Q of the CCRA.  

2.32 Section 5ZN of the CCRA provides:   

If they think fit, a person or body may, in exercising or performing a public function, power, 

or duty conferred on that person or body by or under law, take into account—  

(a) the 2050 target; or  

(b) an emissions budget; or  

(c) an emissions reduction plan.  

2.33 The purpose of section 5ZN is to allow the 2050 target and emissions budgets to 

influence broader Government decision-making where they are relevant. Section 

5ZN’s legislative history shows that Parliament deliberately decided to make 

climate change a permitted but not a mandatory consideration, and in this context 

contemplated that decision-makers would take climate change mitigation into 

account only where consistent with the other legal requirements applying to a 

decision.43 

2.34 As the Supreme Court has made clear, we must exercise our powers within the 

scope of our legal framework and make decisions to promote the Part 4 purpose. 

The pursuit of another purpose will not invalidate the exercise of those powers if 

the statutory purpose is being pursued and the statutory policy is not compromised 

by the other purpose.44  

2.35 Accordingly, our position in the draft IM Review framework paper was:  

2.35.1 In applying the overarching objectives at paragraph 3.12, we may therefore 

take into account the permissive considerations under section 5ZN of the 

CCRA, but only where doing so is consistent with promoting the section 52A 

purpose of Part 4.  

 

43  Section 5ZN as introduced expressly provided that climate change mitigation was a relevant consideration 
“subject to other requirements that apply by or under law”. The section was largely rewritten in the select 
committee, but the committee did not intend by removing this proviso to allow section 5ZN to override 
existing legal requirements: the Ministry for the Environment advised in its “Departmental Report on the 
Climate Change (Zero Carbon) Amendment Bill 2019” (September 2019), at pg. 110, that making section 
5ZN a mandatory consideration was inappropriate in circumstances “where considering the target or an 
emissions budget would be inconsistent with the specific statutory requirements that apply to a decision 
under its own enactment.” See also Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Bill 2019 (136-1) 
(Explanatory Note), at pg. 11; Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Bill 2019 (136-2) (Select 
Committee report), at pgs. 14-15. 

44  Unison v Commerce Commission, above n 10, at paras 50 and 53. 

https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCEN_ADV_87861_EN19103/75f27a22a184441e2bf9c9d3914bffe56980718e
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCEN_ADV_87861_EN19103/75f27a22a184441e2bf9c9d3914bffe56980718e
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2019/0136/11.0/LMS183736.html#d6806171e2
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/reports/document/SCR_92789/climate-change-response-zero-carbon-amendment-bill
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/reports/document/SCR_92789/climate-change-response-zero-carbon-amendment-bill
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2.35.2 Consistent with our recent final decision on the next DPP for gas pipeline 

businesses, we consider that:45 

(a) taking account of the permissive considerations under section 5ZN 
within the above constraints is a matter for our expert judgement in 
the context of a particular decision, based on the available evidence;    

(b) the 2050 target, the emissions budgets, and related emissions 
reduction plan are part of the factual matrix and may be a relevant 
consideration when applying the section 52A purpose; but 

(c) the section 5ZN(a)-(c) permissive considerations are not of equal 
weight to the outcomes under section 52A(1)(a)-(d), which are 
mandatory considerations. 

2.36 In their submissions on our draft IM Review framework, EDBs sought a greater role 

for the section 5ZN(a)-(c) permissive considerations in our framework: 

2.36.1 Vector suggested we add an additional overarching objective of promoting 

the Emissions Reduction Plan and the net zero target more effectively;46 

2.36.2 Orion submitted:47  

The Commission can take a permissive approach to EDB activities in respect of 

climate change and sustainability under 5ZN. Given [Orion’s] role as a critical 

enabler in this context we believe the Commission should apply this permission 

more liberally than sparingly in respect of innovation and other incentive 

mechanisms.  

2.36.3 Aurora Energy Limited (Aurora) submitted:48   

…a more supportive, enabling approach needs to be taken - that “the Commission 

must have regard to the permissive considerations under s 5ZN of the Climate 

Change Response Act 2002 unless the Commission can demonstrate that doing so 

would result in an outcome that is inconsistent with the Part 4 purpose.” 

2.36.4 the ENA submitted that:49  

…addressing climate change is not optional and is fundamentally in the long-term 

benefit of consumers. Therefore, it is inconsistent that the framework only includes 

optional consideration of 5ZN of the CCRA. The ENA recommends the IM framework 

require consideration be given to 5ZN instead of the current discretionary approach.  

 

45  Gas DPP3 final decision, above n 9, at paras 2.25-2.33. 
46  Vector, above n 5, at para 15.  
47  Orion, above n 5, at para 52. 
48  Aurora, “Commerce Commission Part 4 Input Methodologies Review 2022 - Process and Issues Paper” (11 

July 2022), at pg. ii. 
49  ENA, above n 8, at pg. 4. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0039/287985/Aurora-Energy-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0039/287985/Aurora-Energy-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
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2.36.5 Unison, WE*, and Powerco Limited (Powerco) echoed the ENA’s view.50 

2.37 Transpower considered it important that the “framework supports the Commission 

fully taking into account the dynamic changes ‘in relation to the impacts of climate 

change, the transition to a low carbon economy, and the ongoing impact of COVID-

19’ and also ‘[c]hanges to consumer preferences, technology, and government 

policy.’”51 

2.38 MEUG and the Major Gas Users Group (MGUG) endorsed our approach to section 

5ZN in the draft IM Review framework: 

2.38.1 MEUG submitted that the existing IM Review framework is sufficiently robust 

to consider all the potential impacts, both detriments and opportunities, that 

changes in climate may bring to the Part 4 regulated electricity suppliers and 

the consumers of those regulated services;52 and 

2.38.2 MGUG submitted that “s 5ZN is a permissive consideration, not an obligation. 

We don’t consider it appropriate for the Commission to go beyond what 

parliament intended for s5ZN, to create an obligation on itself and impose 

this on the various sectors.”53 

2.39 First Gas Limited (First Gas) submitted the IM Review needs to take account of the 

Gas Transition Plan (GTP) and the Aotearoa New Zealand Energy Strategy (Energy 

Strategy) being developed under the emissions reduction plan.54 First Gas 

emphasised any changes to the IMs should promote consumers’ long-term benefit. 

2.40 We have carefully taken account of submitters’ different views on this matter. We 

appreciate stakeholders’ concerns that the IM Review framework take due account 

of climate change considerations and enable appropriate steps towards 

decarbonisation. We consider that, in practice, there will be real scope to take 

account of the permissive considerations under section 5ZN while promoting the 

section 52A purpose of Part 4.  

 

50  Unison, above n 5, at para 9; WE*, above n 8, at pg. 1; and Powerco, “The IM review is an opportunity to 
create an operating environment that supports customer and industry decarbonisation at pace” (11 July 
2022), at pgs. 1 and 4. 

51  Transpower, above n 8, at pg. 5. 
52  MEUG, “IM draft framework cross-submission” (3 August 2022), at pg. 1. 
53  MGUG, “Process and Issues/Draft Framework Cross submission” (3 August 2022), at para 62. 
54  First Gas, “Part 4 Input Methodologies Review 2023 - Process and Issues paper Draft Framework Paper” (13 

July 2022), at para 2.1. Updates on the GTP and Energy Strategy are published on the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment’s (MBIE) website: https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-
and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-new-zealand/.  

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/288014/Powerco-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/288014/Powerco-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/288014/Powerco-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0031/289822/Major-Electricity-Users-Group-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-draft-Framework-paper-03-August-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/289824/Major-Gas-Users-Group-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-Process-26-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-3-August-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0044/287999/First-Gas-Limited-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-13-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0044/287999/First-Gas-Limited-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-13-July-2022.pdf
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-new-zealand/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-new-zealand/
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2.41 However, when making decisions in the IM Review, we cannot take into account or 

give effect to permissive considerations in a way that compromises our pursuit of 

the statutory purposes and mandatory considerations specified in the Part 4 

purpose and IM purpose under section 52R.55 

2.42 Our position for the IM Review framework therefore remains as set out at 

paragraph 2.35: we may take into account the permissive considerations under 

section 5ZN of the CCRA, but only where doing so is consistent with promoting the 

section 52A purpose of Part 4. We cannot lawfully elevate the permissive 

considerations under section 5ZN of CCRA to the same status as the mandatory 

considerations inherent in the Part 4 purpose and purpose of the IMs under section 

52R.56 

2.43 In analysing and taking into account the considerations under section 5ZN of the 

CCRA, where relevant, we will draw on the common terminology in the Task Force 

on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD)-style framework outlined in 

Attachment A for labelling and categorising risks and opportunities in the external 

environment for the IM Review.  

2.44 Regarding the scope for the IM Review framework to take into account the GTP and 

Energy Strategy, MBIE’s most recent updates are that: 

2.44.1 MBIE will collaborate and engage with Treaty partners and work with energy 

system stakeholders to develop the Energy Strategy by the end of 2024;57 and 

2.44.2 MBIE intend to engage with stakeholders, including the gas industry, 

consumers, non-government organisations, other interested parties, and 

Treaty partners at various points throughout the GTP’s development, which it 

expects to complete by the end of 2023.58 

 

55  See Unison v Commerce Commission, above n 10, at paras 50 and 53 and the commentary on section 5ZN 
of the CCRA in the Ministry for the Environment’s “Departmental Report on the Climate Change (Zero 
Carbon) Amendment Bill 2019” (September 2019), above n 43, at pg. 110.  

56  Students for Climate Solutions Incorporated v Minister for Energy and Resources [2022] NZHC 2116, at 
paras 76-77, available at: https://www.courtsofnz.govt.nz/assets/cases/2022/2022-NZHC-2116.pdf.  

57  See https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-
new-zealand/aotearoa-new-zealand-energy-strategy/.  

58  See https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-
new-zealand/gas-transition-plan/.  

https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCEN_ADV_87861_EN19103/75f27a22a184441e2bf9c9d3914bffe56980718e
https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-NZ/52SCEN_ADV_87861_EN19103/75f27a22a184441e2bf9c9d3914bffe56980718e
https://www.courtsofnz.govt.nz/assets/cases/2022/2022-NZHC-2116.pdf
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-new-zealand/aotearoa-new-zealand-energy-strategy/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-new-zealand/aotearoa-new-zealand-energy-strategy/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-new-zealand/gas-transition-plan/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/building-and-energy/energy-and-natural-resources/energy-strategies-for-new-zealand/gas-transition-plan/
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2.45 The bulk of our IM Review must be complete by the end of 2023, so it unlikely to be 

practically feasible to take into account the Energy Strategy (or the GTP as reflected 

in the Energy Strategy) before we make final decisions on the relevant IMs in the 

IM Review. This reflects that the GTP will be an input into the Energy Strategy, 

which itself is not due to be complete until the end of 2024.59 

IM reviews under section 52Y 

2.46 We determined the original IMs required by section 52T(1) on 22 December 2010.60 

These IMs applied, and IMs continue to apply, to all suppliers of electricity lines 

services (including Transpower), gas pipeline services, and specified airport 

services. In 2012, following judicial review proceedings, we re-determined the IMs 

to extend our IM decisions on cost allocation, asset valuation and the treatment of 

taxation to also apply to DPPs.61 In addition, following merits review of the original 

IMs, specific aspects of a small number of IMs were amended.62 Some of these IMs 

have also been amended in accordance with section 52X of the Act.  

2.47 We substantially completed the 2016 IM review in December 2016. We deferred 

decisions on certain areas of the 2016 IM review to 2017 – specifically, on the 

Transpower IRIS to June 2017, on the CPP information requirements for gas to 

December 2017, and on the related party transaction provisions for EDBs and gas 

distribution/ transmission businesses to December 2017. We also completed our 

review of Transpower’s Capex IM in May 2018.  

2.48 Once we decide to conduct an IM Review, the process in section 52V of the Act 

with its requirements for the publication of drafts and engagement with interested 

parties applies to the review. 

 

59  See above n 58. We note that while our review of Transpower's Capex IM is not due until May 2025, in the 
interests of aligning our review of all Transpower IMs in preparation for Transpower's IPP reset in 2024, we 
intend to complete our review of Transpower's Capex IM and other Transpower IMs by the end of 2023. 

60  We also determined an IRIS IM not required by section 52T for EDBs, GPBs and Transpower. We 
determined the Capex IM on 31 January 2012 under section 54S of the Act and published it on 9 February 
2012. 

61  Originally, our IM decisions for these matters were only specified as applicable to CPP path proposals, and 
to ID regulation. We extended the application of those IM decisions to apply to DPPs by taking the current 
IMs as a starting point and simplifying the components where necessary. See Commerce Commission 
“Specification and Amendment of Input Methodologies as Applicable to Default Price-Quality Paths: 
Reasons paper” (28 September 2012). 

62  IM merits review, and, Commerce Commission v Vector Ltd [2012] NZCA 220. 

http://www.comcom.govt.nz/dmsdocument/9506
http://www.comcom.govt.nz/dmsdocument/9506
http://www.comcom.govt.nz/dmsdocument/9506
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2.49 We commenced the current review of IMs on 23 February 2022 by issuing a notice 

of intention.63  In practice, this means we will review every IM policy decision and 

the implementation of each decision in the relevant IM determination(s). In respect 

of each IM policy decision we review, we may decide to:  

2.49.1 amend the associated IMs;  

2.49.2 replace those IMs; 

2.49.3 amend or replace those IMs at a later point; or  

2.49.4 make no amendments to those IMs. 

The role of section 52P determinations 

2.50 Part 4 provides for four types of regulation: ID regulation;64 negotiate/arbitrate 

regulation;65 DPP/CPP regulation;66 and IPP regulation.67  

2.51 How these various types of regulation are to be applied is determined by decisions 

we make under section 52P. Section 52P(3) provides that a section 52P 

determination must: 

(a) set out, for each type of regulation to which the goods or services are subject, the 

requirements that apply to each regulated supplier; and  

(b)  set out any time frames (including the regulatory periods) that must be met or that apply; 

and  

(c) specify the input methodologies that apply; and  

(d)  be consistent with [Part 4]. 

2.52 We have made section 52P determinations relating to all suppliers regulated under 

Part 4: 

2.52.1 All suppliers of electricity lines services, gas pipeline services and the 

specified airports are subject to ID regulation. 

 

63  Notice of intention, above n 1. 
64  Subpart 4 of Part 4 of the Act. 
65  Subpart 5 of Part 4. 
66  Subpart 6 of Part 4. 
67  Subpart 7 of Part 4. 
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2.52.2 All suppliers of gas pipeline services, Transpower, and 16 EDBs are subject to 

PQ regulation. For all suppliers of gas pipeline services and 14 suppliers of 

electricity lines services, that regulation is currently a DPP. Aurora and 

Powerco are each currently on a CPP. Transpower is subject to an IPP. 

2.53 ID regulation requires a supplier of a regulated service to disclose information we 

specify, relating to prices and quality of the regulated service, to ensure sufficient 

information is readily available to interested persons to assess whether the section 

52A purpose is being met.68 ID regulation is ‘sunshine regulation’, and the 

disclosure of information is intended to exert pressure on suppliers to move their 

prices and quality closer to ones which would promote the outcomes in section 

52A(1)(a)-(d) of the Part 4 purpose. 

2.54 DPP/CPP and IPP regulation requires a supplier to comply with a PQ path we 

determine which specifies either, or both, the maximum price or prices (or the 

maximum revenue) that a supplier may charge and recover, and the quality 

standards that must be met.69  

2.55 We use a CPI minus X PQ path for DPP/CPP regulation which allows a supplier to 

increase—or requires it to decrease—its revenue (or weighted average prices) over 

the regulatory period by the CPI minus an X factor that reflects our assessment of 

anticipated productivity gains over the regulatory period. In some circumstances, 

the X factor can also be used as a revenue smoothing mechanism. Suppliers who 

improve their efficiency at a rate greater than expected make profitability gains. 

The quality aspect of a PQ path ensures that efficiency gains do not come at the 

expense of the regulated service meeting minimum quality standards, thereby 

promoting the outcomes under section 52A(1)(b) and (c) of the Part 4 purpose.  

2.56 The purpose of DPP/CPP regulation, as set out in section 53K of the Act, is “to 

provide a relatively low-cost way of setting PQ paths for suppliers of regulated 

goods or services, while allowing the opportunity for individual regulated suppliers 

to have alternative PQ paths that better meet their particular circumstances.” 

2.57 Given the intention that DPP regulation be relatively low-cost, a DPP largely uses 

generic approaches with business-specific inputs. We must apply the IMs and 

comply with the section 53P requirements for setting starting prices, rates of 

change and quality standards.70  

 

68  Section 53A of the Act. 
69  Section 53M. 
70  Sections 53O and 53P of the Act. 
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2.58 CPP regulation is tailored to an individual supplier’s particular circumstances, which 

may not be adequately catered for under the relevant DPP.71 We may set any CPP 

we consider appropriate,72 and the requirements for DPPs under section 53P do 

not apply. 

2.59 IPP regulation is similar to CPP regulation in focussing on the particular 

circumstances of an individual supplier. We may set an IPP using any process, and 

in any way, we consider fit, but we must apply the relevant IMs we have set for the 

supply of those goods or services.73 

2.60 The regulatory period of a DPP, CPP or IPP is generally five years. Although, where 

we consider it would better meet the purposes of Part 4, we can set a DPP or IPP 

from four to five years, and a CPP from three to five years.74 

Nature of the framework 

2.61 Any framework for the IM Review is bound by the statutory criteria in Part 4. When 

considering whether to amend the IMs, we must consider the purpose of Part 4 

and the purpose of IMs under sections 52A and 52R. We must give effect to these 

purposes and can only develop a decision-making framework or commit to key 

economic principles to the extent they assist us in giving effect to these purposes. 

2.62 We must also follow the process and publishing requirements prescribed by the 

Act.75 Amendments to the IMs, like the initial IMs, are subject to merits appeals, 

where a court considers whether there is a materially better alternative than the 

IM we have determined in light of section 52A, section 52R, or both.76  

2.63 Within those bounds, however, we must exercise judgement about how best to 

determine IMs that give effect to sections 52A and 52R; when we should amend 

IMs; and how we evaluate whether the proposed amendment might better 

promote the section 52A and 52R purposes. It is here that a decision-making 

framework and key economic principles can assist us in exercising our judgement 

and giving effect to sections 52A and 52R.  

 

71  Section 53K. 
72  Section 53V. 
73  Section 53ZC. 
74  Sections 53M(4)-(5), 53W and 53ZC. 
75  Section 52V. 
76  Section 52Z. 
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2.64 To this end, our decision-making framework for the IM Review presented in the 

third chapter of this paper is not mechanistic. Rather, it is a conceptual framework 

to guide our decision-making. We consider that a conceptual framework which 

guides, rather than mechanically determines our decision-making, strikes the right 

balance between prescription and flexibility. As we cannot foresee all situations 

and potential changes that might arise, the framework needs to be sufficiently 

general to provide guidance in as many situations as possible. 

We cannot create an IM on a matter not covered by existing IMs 

Our position from the 2016 IM review 

2.65 In our final framework paper for the 2016 IM review, we explained our preliminary 

view that we cannot create an IM on a matter not covered by an existing IM under 

sections 52Y or 52X.77 The reasons we gave and consulted on in our draft decision 

paper for the 2016 IM review and papers prior to that were:78 

2.65.1 after setting the initial IMs, we do not have the power to set IMs on new 

matters.79 Section 52U gave us the power to set the IMs in 2010. We do not 

have the power under the Act to set any further IMs on new matters after 

2010 in respect of the services currently regulated under Part 4;80 and 

2.65.2 an additional factor relevant to the IM Review context, that section 52Y only 

contemplates a review of existing, published IMs.81 

2.66 We acknowledged that distinguishing between amending an existing IM and 

creating an IM on a matter not covered by an existing IM might not always be 

straightforward and would require careful consideration on each such occasion.82 

 

77  2016 IM review framework, above n 7, at paras 47-48. 
78  Commerce Commission, “Developing decision-making frameworks for the current input methodologies  

review and for considering changes to the input methodologies more generally – discussion draft” (22 July 
2015), at paras 23-27; Commerce Commission, “Input methodologies review invitation to contribute to 
problem definition” (16 June 2015), at paras 44-48; Commerce Commission, “Input methodologies review 
draft decisions: Framework for the IM Review” (16 June 2016) (Draft framework decision), at paras 51-55. 

79  Commerce Commission, “Clarification on SPA IM” (letter to the ENA) (20 July 2012), at para 3. 
80  In the event of a Part 4 inquiry into whether to recommend regulation of goods or services that are 

currently not subject to regulation under Part 4, we are required to set IMs if we are satisfied that the 
competition and market power tests are met (see section 52U(3) of the Act). 

81  Commerce Commission, "Input methodologies review invitation to contribute to problem definition" (16 
June 2015), at paras 44-48. 

82  Draft framework decision, above n 78, at para 53. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/60236/Input-methodologies-review-draft-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-16-June-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/60236/Input-methodologies-review-draft-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-16-June-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/60236/Input-methodologies-review-draft-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-16-June-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/60365/Input-Methodologies-Review-invitation-to-contribute-to-problem-definition-16-June-2015.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/60365/Input-Methodologies-Review-invitation-to-contribute-to-problem-definition-16-June-2015.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/60353/Discussion-draft-frameworks-document-IM-review-22-July-2015.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/60353/Discussion-draft-frameworks-document-IM-review-22-July-2015.pdf
http://www.comcom.govt.nz/dmsdocument/6011
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/60365/Input-Methodologies-Review-invitation-to-contribute-to-problem-definition-16-June-2015.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/60365/Input-Methodologies-Review-invitation-to-contribute-to-problem-definition-16-June-2015.pdf
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2.67 Having considered submitters’ views on this position, we observed that no issue 

that would require an IM on a new matter had been identified in the 2016 IM 

review, though we remained open to reconsidering our preliminary view if such an 

issue arose in the future.83  

We have reconsidered, but not changed, our position from the 2016 IM review 

2.68 Our view in our draft IM Review framework consultation paper was that legislative 

developments since the 2016 IM review have affirmed our preliminary view on the 

scope under Part 4 for IMs on new matters.  

2.69 Specifically, the Telecommunications (New Regulatory Framework) Amendment Act 

2018 introduced Part 6 of the Telecommunications Act as the regime for regulating 

fibre fixed line access services (FFLAS).84 The legislative history of the Act shows 

that Part 6 is based on Part 4 and incorporates the statutory arrangements for 

utility regulation that have been tested under Part 4, including setting and 

subsequently applying input methodologies to create ID and PQ regulations.85  

2.70 Where section 52U(1) of the Act required us to determine IMs for electricity lines 

services, gas pipeline services, and specified airport services by no later than 30 

June 2010,86 the equivalent section 178 of the Telecommunications Act:  

2.70.1 required us to determine IMs for FFLAS by not later than the implementation 

date (1 January 2022); and 

2.70.2 explicitly permits us, at any time after the implementation date, to determine 

further IMs for FFLAS. 

2.71 We considered the absence in Part 4 of such express permission to determine 

further IMs in equivalent terms to section 178(2) of the Telecommunications Act 

shows parliamentary intent to distinguish Part 6 from Part 4 in this respect. This 

affirms our preliminary view from the 2016 IM review, and strongly suggests that 

expanding the scope of Part 4 IMs to cover matters not already covered by the 

existing IMs is a matter for Parliament – not us.  

 

83  Above n 78, at para 54; and 2016 IM review framework, above n 7, at para 48. 
84  Section 24 of the Telecommunications (New Regulatory Framework) Amendment Act 2018. 
85  Telecommunications (New Regulatory Framework) Amendment Bill, Explanatory Note, available at: 

https://www.legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2017/0293/10.0/d56e2.html.  
86  Section 52U(1) of the Act, as at 16 December 2017, available at: 

https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1986/0005/86.0/096be8ed816f584b.pdf.  

https://www.legislation.govt.nz/bill/government/2017/0293/10.0/d56e2.html
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1986/0005/86.0/096be8ed816f584b.pdf
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2.72 For these reasons, and those informing our preliminary view from the 2016 IM 

review, our position in the draft IM Review framework consultation paper was that 

we did not intend to consider amendments in this IM Review that entail creating an 

IM on a matter not covered by an existing IM (eg, quality dimensions, for which we 

were required to set IMs under section 176(1)(b) of the Telecommunications Act). 

2.73 In response to our consultation paper, Transpower and Vector submitted that new 

IMs – on matters not covered by existing IMs – are permitted under Part 4.87 

Neither submitter gave reasons supporting their interpretation, though Transpower 

disagreed with our reasoning regarding section 178(2) of the Telecommunications 

Act, contending that section 178(2) “was not introduced because Part 4 of the 

Commerce Act necessarily excluded new IMs but to ensure that it was not any 

question that new IMs could be added under Part 6 [of the] Telecommunications 

Act.” 

2.74 We agree that section 178(2) of the Telecommunications Act removes any doubt 

over whether new IMs are permitted under Part 6 of that Act. However, in the 

absence of an equivalent Part 4 provision or persuasive reasons to depart from our 

preliminary view from the 2016 IM review, we do not intend to consider 

amendments in this IM Review that entail creating an IM on a matter not covered 

by an existing IM. 

 

87  Vector, “Vector submission on IM review 2023: Draft Framework Paper” (11 July 2022), at para 30; and 
Transpower, “Input Methodologies Review 2023: Cross submission – Draft Framework Paper and Process 
and Issues Paper” (3 August 2022), at pgs. 3-4. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/288021/Vector-Submission-on-IM-Review-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0037/289828/Transpower-New-Zealand-Ltd-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-Process-26-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-3-August-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0037/289828/Transpower-New-Zealand-Ltd-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-Process-26-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-3-August-2022.pdf
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Chapter 3 The decision-making framework for the IM 
Review 

Purpose of this chapter 

3.1 The purpose of this chapter is to explain the decision-making framework that we 

have decided to apply in reaching our decisions on the IM Review.  

Overview of the decision-making framework  

3.2 There are two major conceptual elements to the decision-making framework:  

3.2.1 Review element: reviewing the IMs and identifying which IMs we should 

consider changing and why. This broadly equates to the question below in 

box 2 of Figure 1: ‘which IMs should we consider changing and why?’ 

3.2.2 Change element: deciding whether, and if so how, to change an IM following 

the review element. This broadly equates to the question below in box 4 of 

Figure 1: should we change the IMs and, if so, how? 

3.3 In practice, these two conceptual elements may overlap to an extent – in substance 

and in sequence – as we conduct the IM Review.  

3.4 Figure 1 below sets out the practical steps for the two conceptual elements.  
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Figure 1: Conceptual elements of the IM Review 
 

 

 
 
Sources of our future decisions on the IM Review 

3.5 Chapters 5 to 8 of the Process and Issues paper that we published alongside the 

draft IM Review framework paper set out five key topics within which we identified 

potential issues to consider in the IM Review: 

3.5.1 Risk allocation and incentives under price-quality regulation;  

3.5.2 Cost of capital; 

3.5.3 CPPs and in-period adjustments to price-quality paths; 

3.5.4 Transpower investment; and 

3.5.5 Effectiveness of the IMs for each sector. 

Implement IM changes that meet the IM Review's overarching objectives
Only make changes to IMs that meet the IM Review's overarching objectives - ie, promote the s 52A and/or s 52R 

purpose more effectively, and/or significantly reduce complexity and compliance costs, without detrimentally 
affecting the promotion of the s 52A purpose

Should we change the IMs and if so how?

Identify and assess potential IM changes

Identify and assess potential changes to the IMs, including considering follow-on consequences of 
changes to the IMs

Define problems as they relate to Part 4 regulation and the IMs

Clarify the specific issues as they relate to Part 4 regulation and the IMs, and identify which 
IMs to consider changing based on ss 52A and 52R

Which IMs should we consider changing and why?

Identify issues

Identify the potential issues and associated problems or opportunities from stakeholders' submissions 
and from our review of the IMs
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3.6 Figure 2 describes how consultation on the key topics, alongside our effectiveness 

review of the IMs, will support us in reaching our decisions. We then set out our 

three overarching objectives that will underpin our decision-making in the IM 

Review, along with the considerations in assessing a proposed IM decision against 

those objectives. 

Figure 2: Sources of our future decisions on the IM Review 

3.7   
Key topics for the review  

We are considering submissions on the topics 
discussed in Chapters 5-8 of the Process and 
Issues paper, on the related issues we’ve 
identified, and on any other issues which 
parties raise in submissions. 

We will then assess issues raised against our 
IM Review framework to determine their 
suitability and priority for further 
consideration in the IM Review. This will 
inform the development of our draft 
decisions, or of any emerging views papers 
published, or workshops held, in advance of 
our draft decisions. 

Effectiveness review  

We will review the effectiveness of the IMs, 
as described in Chapter 9 of the Process and 
Issues paper. This includes considering:  

• submissions unrelated to the key 
topics; and  

• relevant reference material, such as 
the current IM determinations and 
past reasons papers, as well as our 
own knowledge of known issues.  
 

The findings of our effectiveness review will 
inform our decisions. 

 

Decisions on the IM Review 

Our decisions on the IM Review will set out our positions on whether and how to change the IMs. 
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We must review the current IMs  

3.8 In line with section 52Y, we consider that the starting point when reviewing the 

IMs, and considering amendments to IMs, is the IMs in force at the start of the 

review.  

3.9 In practice, our review of the IMs involves reviewing every IM policy decision and 

the implementation of each decision in the relevant IM determination(s). In the 

2016 IM review, we documented every IM policy decision and assigned each 

decision a code and decision number (eg, ‘CA01’ for cost allocation IM decision 

number 1).88 We will continue with this approach to documenting IM decisions in 

this IM Review.  

We will only propose changes that meet the overarching objectives for the IM Review 

3.10 In identifying which IMs to consider changing, and in reaching decisions on 

changing IMs, we are guided by the three overarching objectives for the IM Review. 

We will only propose changing the IMs if this appears likely to meet one or more of 

the three overarching objectives. Submissions on the draft IM Review framework 

generally expressed familiarity with the three overarching objectives and their 

application.89 

3.11 We set out the overarching objectives immediately below, along with guidance on 

how we will apply them. Under the next subheading, we set out considerations that 

may guide us in testing a proposed IM decision against the overarching objectives. 

3.12 The overarching objectives of the IM Review are to:  

3.12.1 promote the Part 4 purpose in section 52A more effectively;  

3.12.2 promote the IM purpose in section 52R more effectively (without 

detrimentally affecting the promotion of the section 52A purpose); and  

3.12.3 significantly reduce compliance costs, other regulatory costs, or complexity 

(without detrimentally affecting the promotion of the section 52A purpose). 

 

88  Commerce Commission, “Input methodologies review decisions – Report on the IM Review” (20 December 
2016), at para 15. 

89  See, for example, the submissions at above n 8.  

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/60532/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-20-December-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/60532/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-20-December-2016.pdf
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3.13 Promoting the purpose of Part 4 under section 52A remains at the forefront of our 

decision-making – both in considering which IMs to change and in reaching 

decisions on changing IMs.90 Where applying, for example, section 54Q of the Act 

or section 5ZN of the CCRA is inconsistent with promoting section 52A, promoting 

section 52A will take precedence.91 

3.14 Provided it meets one of the above overarching objectives, a proposed change may 

amend a single IM, or a package of IMs, that implement a particular IM policy 

decision. In the case of a proposed change to a package of IMs that implement an 

IM policy decision, it is the combined changes – rather than each discrete change – 

that need to meet the relevant overarching objective(s). 

3.15 For example, our cost of capital IMs do not specify the cost of capital for regulated 

services directly. Rather, they set out a package of parameters for estimating the 

cost of capital for regulated services. Accordingly, a proposed change to the IM(s) 

for one parameter will not meet the above overarching objective(s) if it reduces the 

extent to which the package of parameters as a whole do so. 

Considerations in assessing a proposed IM decision against the overarching objectives 

3.16 In testing a proposed IM decision against the overarching objectives:  

3.16.1 in the case of the first and third objectives in paragraph 3.12, we will have 

regard to whether the proposed decision promotes the section 52R IM 

purpose more or less effectively than the relevant IM in providing certainty 

for regulated suppliers and consumers in relation to the rules, requirements, 

and processes applying to regulation under Part 4; 

3.16.2 where we consider it relevant and consistent with promoting the section 52A 

purpose of Part 4, we may have regard to:  

(A) whether there are alternative ways to address the identified issues 
with the relevant IM that do not involve amending the IMs as part of 
the review;  

(B) the permissive considerations under section 5ZN of the CCRA;92 and 

(C) other Part 4 provisions, namely: 

(i) the purpose of ID (section 53A);  

(ii) the purpose of DPP/CPP regulation (section 53K);  

 

90  Air NZ (above n 8, at pg. 1), Aurora (Aurora, “Cross-Submission Commerce Commission Part 4 Input 
Methodologies Review 2022 Process and Issues Paper” (3 August 2022), at para 19), and the ENA (above n 
8, at pg. 3) endorsed this view. 

91  Unison v Commerce Commission, above n 10, at paras 50 and 53.  
92  Gas DPP3 final decision, above n 9, at paras 2.24-2.25. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/289817/Aurora-Energy-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-Process-26-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-3-August-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/289817/Aurora-Energy-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-Process-26-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-3-August-2022.pdf
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(iii) requirements relating to energy efficiency (section 54Q);  

(iv) decisions made under the Electricity Industry Act 2010 (section 
54V); and  

(v) decisions under the Gas Act 1992 (section 55I).  

3.17 Our rationale for the two considerations at paragraphs 3.16.1 and 3.16.2(A) above 

is, respectively: 

3.17.1 paragraph 3.16.1 ensures the section 52R IM purpose and the impact of a 

decision on certainty is a mandatory consideration when we apply and 

analyse the first and third overarching objectives in paragraph 3.12 that do 

not directly involve the section 52R IM purpose;93 and 

3.17.2 providing scope under paragraph 3.16.2(A) to consider alternatives where 

relevant and consistent with promoting the section 52A purpose of Part 4 

ensures we take a holistic approach to addressing issues identified in the IM 

Review, choosing to address them in the way we consider best promotes the 

Part 4 purpose. Considering alternatives and not unnecessarily amending the 

IMs also preserves certainty on Part 4 regulation, which is consistent with the 

section 52R IM purpose.  

3.18 The rationale for the third consideration regarding the scope to take into account 

the permissive considerations under section 5ZN of the CCRA – where we consider 

it relevant and consistent with promoting the section 52A purpose of Part 4 – is set 

out at paragraphs 2.31 to 2.35.2 above. 

3.19 Other considerations raised by submitters on the draft IM Review framework 

included: 

3.19.1 Vector encouraged us to take account of costs across the whole electricity 

supply chain, contending that:94  

[a] narrow focus on the cost impact on only one part of the supply chain (e.g. just 

 distribution or just transmission) will not provide the true picture of the costs and 

 benefits of a particular investment. [Vector observed that] the Commission’s  
 statutory role is focussed on consumers in the relevant market (e.g. distribution 

 customers). However, there still needs to be there needs to be acknowledgement 

 by the Commission of the broader overall impact. 

3.19.2 Orion raised a related point, arguing that:95  

 

93  As discussed at paragraph 2.25, although the other purpose statements in Part 4 (including the section 52R 
IM purpose) are relevant matters, section 52A governs our decision making under Part 4. 

94  Vector, above n 87, at paras 36-39. 

95  Orion, above n 5, at paras 26 and 41. 
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The Commission needs to take an energy centric view on energy usage. The “lowest 

  line charge” does not necessarily result in the “lowest total energy bill” across  
  electricity, gas and fossil fuels usage for households and businesses. As reliance on 

  fossil fuels is reduced, increased electrification will result in an overall reduction in 

  household and business costs. 

3.19.3 The Consumer Advocacy Council (CAC) suggested the inclusion of 

considerations that allow for the long-term benefit of a well-planned and 

managed electricity supply system. CAC noted that “[c]onsumers, including 

large consumers, pay all the costs associated with electricity generation, 

transmission, EDBs and retailers. Future proofing a well-managed system will 

lessen this burden for consumers.” The CAC further considered that “[a] more 

integrated approach is required amongst transmission, distributors, 

generators, the system operator, and retailers to achieve our targets.”96 

3.19.4 MEUG submitted that:97  

The Commission’s approach with the IM review in the Review element stage has 

been sound in identifying issues that need to go onto a longlist of issues. The 

question is what decision framework does the Commission use to screen and rank 

issues from the longlist to the shortlist for the Change element stage?  

3.19.5 For this purpose, MEUG recommended:98  

…the framework paper explicitly requires an assessment of the change in the long-

term benefit of consumers for each issue in the longlist and that is used to rank 

issues to progress to the shortlist in the Change element stage. At a minimum, the 

quantification of the change in long-term benefits of consumers would have an 

expected value, with upper and lower bounds, calculated using a probability 

weighted estimate of the likelihood of change net of implementation costs. 

3.19.6 Several stakeholders made submissions on financeability:99 

(A) Aurora, the ENA, Powerco, Vector, and WE* all advocated for 

the introduction of a financeability test, for example, to enable 

an EDB to finance obligations imposed under PQ regulation 

and decarbonisation – in line with equivalent tests from 

overseas jurisdictions.100  

 

96  CAC, ‘2023 Input Methodologies review’ (11 July 2022), at paras 5.1 and 9.1-9.2. 
97  MEUG, above n 8, at para 4. 
98  Above n 8, at para 5. 
99  ENA defined ‘financeability’ as “a business’s ability to meet its financing requirements and to raise new 

capital efficiently” – see ENA, above n 8, at pg. 11.  
100  See Aurora, above n 48, at para 47; ENA, above n 8, at pg. 11; Powerco, above n 50, at pg. 2; Vector, above 

n 87, at paras 130-133, and, Vector above n 5, at paras 22-23; and WE*, above n 8, at pg. 11. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0038/287993/Consumer-Advocacy-Council-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
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(B) In particular, Vector explicitly requested an amendment to the 

IMs to provide for such a test, arguing that doing so “would 

better support the Part 4 purpose by ensuring regulated 

businesses can finance their networks efficiently”.101  

(C) For its part, WE* sought the inclusion of a new key economic 

principle in the IM Review framework in the form of a 

financeability test, as used by Office of Gas and Electricity 

Markets (Ofgem), Water Services Regulation Authority 

(Ofwat), and the Infrastructure Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal 

(IPART).102  

(D) In its cross-submission, Transpower submitted “EDBs 

emphasised that the principle of “financeability” should be 

applied in the IMs. If material changes are made to the IMs 

that affect regulated businesses’ ability to finance investment, 

then we support consideration of introduction of a 

financeability test.”103 

(E) In its cross-submission, MEUG saw no need for an additional 

key economic principle in the form of a financeability test 

alongside the current three economic principles. Referring to 

EDBs’ submissions on a financeability test, MEUG 

considered:104   

There are multiple IM parameters the Commission has long-listed 

for possible review under the headings of Risk allocation and 

incentives and under price quality regulation, and issues related to 

the cost of capital in chapters 5 and 6 respectively of the process 

and issues consultation paper that separately and in combination 

can address issues if they exist.  

3.20 We comment on submitters’ points following the same order as above:  

 

101  Vector, above n 87, at para 130. 
102  WE*, above n 8, at pg. 11. As examples of financeability tests, Aurora, above n 48, at fn 47 pointed us to 

the duties imposed on Ofgem by section 3A of the Electricity Act 1989 (UK) and section 4AA of the Gas Act 
1986 (UK). Section 2 of the Water Industry Act 1991 (UK) imposes a similar duty on Ofwat. When IPART 
determines prices under its regulatory regime, it tests the ability of the regulated business to finance its 
ongoing operations using non-statutory financeability tests that IPART has developed, applied, and 
reviewed in 2018. 

103  Transpower, above n 87, at pg. 2. 
104  MEUG, above n 52, at paras 9-10. 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1989/29/section/3A
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/44/section/4AA
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/44/section/4AA
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/56/section/2
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Special-Reviews/Regulatory-policy/Financeability-tests
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3.20.1 In line with Vector’s submission, in promoting the long-term benefit of 

consumers of services regulated under Part 4, we can take account of costs, 

benefits, and matters that bear on the price and quality of those services. In 

the context of Transpower’s investment text, this includes taking into account 

the net market benefits to all electricity market participants.105 

3.20.2 Regarding Orion’s point, while we cannot take into account costs and benefits 

outside the electricity market, the Part 4 purpose does not direct us to pursue 

the ‘lowest line charge’ above all else. Rather, as noted at paragraph 2.7 

above, none of the outcomes under section 52A(1) are paramount, and we 

must promote them in a balanced way, exercising our judgement and making 

decisions on what best promotes the long-term benefit of consumers of 

regulated services. In certain circumstances, regulating in a manner that 

pursues the ‘lowest line charge’ might be inconsistent with promoting the 

outcomes in section 52A(1)(a) and (b). 

3.20.3 In its cross-submission, Aurora disagreed with MEUG’s recommended 

approach above, submitting that:106  

The Part 4 purpose has primacy, and the long-term benefit of consumers is inherent 

in the purpose. [Aurora considers] that Part 4 guides the Commission to focus on 

change proposals that would have the greatest benefit to consumers provided, of 

course, that those proposals are merited. 

3.20.4 MEUG and Aurora are together correct: we will allocate our focus and make 

decisions in the IM Review that we consider best promote the overarching 

objectives of the IM Review, and particularly, the long-term benefit of 

consumers of regulated services by promoting the outcomes specified in the 

Part 4 purpose. This necessarily involves the sort of qualitative analysis and 

assessment MEUG and Aurora describe, though for the reasons we discuss 

below at paragraphs 3.36 to 3.38, it might not require quantitative cost-

benefit analysis. 

3.20.5 Regarding MEUG’s suggestion, we also note that any IM changes we propose 

in the IM Review may differ materially in nature, so ranking them could be 

artificial and unhelpful. Further, section 52Y(1) of the Act requires us to 

review each and every IM policy decision, so while we appreciate the need to 

prioritise our focus and decision making, there is no scope for us to prioritise 

for review only the highest-priority IMs. 

 

105  Commerce Commission, “Transpower capex input methodology review  - Decisions and reasons” (29 March 
2018), at paras 194-207.  

106  Aurora, above n 90, at paras 18-19. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/79926/Transpower-capex-IM-review-Decisions-and-reasons-29-March-2018.PDF
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/79926/Transpower-capex-IM-review-Decisions-and-reasons-29-March-2018.PDF
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3.20.6 It is not within the scope of this paper to address and assess requests to 

amend the IMs to introduce a financeability test. This paper instead sets the 

legal framework we will use to make decisions – including in evaluating 

proposed IM amendments – in the IM Review. We discuss EDBs’ requests for 

the adoption of a financeability test as a new key economic principle to 

accompany the IM Review framework’s three other economic principles in 

Chapter 4, below.107 

Review element: which IMs should we consider changing and why?  

The types of questions we will consider in reviewing the IMs  

3.21 In short, in reviewing each current IM against sections 52A and 52R, this element of 

the decision-making framework asks: is the IM trying to achieve the right thing in 

the right way? That is, it is focussed on identifying whether there is a problem or 

unrealised opportunity with the current IM policy decision and its implementation 

in the relevant IM determination(s). 

3.22 This can be expanded to a series of more specific questions which can be asked of 

each IM, including: 

3.22.1 Is the policy intent behind the IM still relevant and appropriate? 

3.22.2 Is the current IM achieving that intent?  

3.22.3 Could the current IM, if changed, achieve the policy intent better? 

3.22.4 Could the current IM achieve the policy intent as effectively, but in a way that 

better promotes section 52R or reduces complexity or compliance costs? 

3.22.5 Do changes to other IMs require any consequential changes to the IM in 

question for internal consistency or effectiveness reasons?  

3.23 We will consider these questions, including the sub-questions which we elaborate 

on below, where we consider relevant in reviewing the IMs. We do not intend to 

consider them in any particular order; nor will we ascribe any set weighting to each 

question. The questions provide practical tools, or lenses, that we will use to 

examine the IMs. 

Is the policy intent behind the IM still relevant and appropriate?  

3.24 In considering the above question, examples of the factors we may have regard to 

are:  

 

107  WE*, above n 8, at pg. 11 and Vector, above n 5, at para 22. 
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3.24.1 What was the IM attempting to achieve, either on its own or as part of the 

IMs as a package? 

3.24.2 Is the objective of the IM still valid and consistent with section 52A, in light of 

the type of regulation where the IM is applied?  

3.24.3 Has the relevance of the policy intent been questioned (either by interested 

parties, a court, or us)?  

3.24.4 Is the IM still required or could the policy intent be achieved without the IM?  

3.24.5 Is there other evidence that suggests that the original IM policy decision is no 

longer promoting section 52A? 

3.24.6 Have external circumstances changed in a way that disrupts the assumptions 

underlying the original policy decision and therefore would cause a need for a 

change to the policy behind the IM? For example:  

(A) Has the industry changed?  

(B) Has relevant economic theory or practice developed?  

(C) Have other external circumstances changed? 

3.25 In considering external circumstances, we first consider the extent to which any 

identified issues are relevant to the Part 4 regime more generally, and then to the 

IMs, in particular. That is because those external circumstances might suggest a 

potential enhancement to other aspects of the Part 4 regime instead of, or as well 

as, to the IMs. For instance, this could include potential changes to our ID 

requirements, the summary and analysis we undertake of disclosed information, 

the approach we take to setting PQ paths, or our compliance and enforcement 

approach, as well as by issuing guidance material about the application of the Part 

4 regime. 

3.26 In assessing whether the policy intent behind an IM is still relevant and appropriate, 

and particularly whether climate change opportunities or risks have disrupted the 

assumptions underlying the policy, we intend using a TCFD-style framework. This 

will enable us to better understand and categorise the risks and uncertainties 

facing regulated suppliers. We set out the details of our TCFD-style framework in 

Attachment A. 

Is the current IM achieving that intent?  

3.27 In considering the above question, examples of the factors we may have regard to 

are:  

3.27.1 Have external circumstances changed in a way that means the current IM 

might no longer be achieving the policy intent behind it?  
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3.27.2 Has anything changed in the matters incorporated in the IMs by reference 

(such as accounting or valuation standards) that means the current IM is no 

longer achieving its purpose?  

3.27.3 Has the effectiveness of the IM in achieving its policy intent been questioned 

(either by stakeholders, a court, or us)?  

3.27.4 Is there other evidence that suggests that the IM is no longer achieving its 

policy intent or has had unintended consequences? 

Could the current IM be improved to achieve the policy intent better?  

3.28 In considering the above question, examples of the factors we may have regard to 

are: 

3.28.1 Have any potential changes been identified (either by stakeholders, a court, 

or us) that might:  

(A) improve the effectiveness of the IM in achieving its policy intent?; or  

(B) reduce any unintended consequences of the IM?  

3.28.2 Have external circumstances changed in a way that means the current IM 

might no longer be the most effective way of achieving the policy intent 

behind it?  

3.28.3 Is there other evidence that suggests that a change might improve the 

effectiveness of the IM in achieving its policy intent?  

3.28.4 As a cross-check, could the policy intent be better achieved without changing 

the IM but instead through changes to other aspects of the regulatory regime 

(including through guidance material)? 

Could the current IM be improved so that it achieves the policy intent as effectively, but in 
a way that better promotes section 52R or reduces complexity or compliance costs?  

3.29 In considering the above question, examples of the factors we may have regard to 

are:  

3.29.1 Have any potential changes been identified (either by stakeholders, a court, 

or us) that would better promote section 52R or reduce unnecessary 

complexity or compliance costs?  

3.29.2 Is there other evidence that suggests that the IM can be changed to more 

effectively promote the section 52R purpose, or reduce complexity or 

compliance costs, without reducing the effectiveness of the IM in meeting the 

policy intent behind it? 
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Change element: should we change the IMs and, if so, how?  

How we intend to reach decisions on whether and how to change the IMs  

3.30 The change element of our decision-making framework necessarily involves 

considering whether to change or maintain the current IMs or make changes to the 

Part 4 regime that might lie outside of the IMs.  

3.31 In considering proposed changes to IMs, we will apply the overarching objectives 

above at paragraph 3.12, having regard to the considerations under paragraph 

3.16.  

3.32 In reaching our decisions, we will also consider, where relevant, whether there are 

alternative ways to address the identified issues with the relevant IM that do not 

involve changing the IMs as part of the review. Alternatives may include:  

3.32.1 considering whether to change the IMs at a later date in accordance with 

section 52X or at the next section 52Y review; and  

3.32.2 options that do not involve changing the IMs, including:  

(A) undertaking a separate process involving our summary and analysis or 
compliance functions;  

(B) amending section 52P determinations;  

(C) publishing guidance; and/or  

(D) a combination of the above. 

3.33 We set out under the following subheadings several other factors informing the 

change element of our decision-making framework. 

No specific statutory threshold: we intend to only make changes that promote the 
overarching objectives for the review  

3.34 We remain of the view, established in the 2016 IM review, that there is no specific 

statutory threshold for making changes to the IMs as part of the review. We 

acknowledge that there are various statutory criteria for us to apply and have 

regard to when deciding whether to change an IM, which could be labelled a 

threshold; however, we do not consider that these amount to a clear and explicit 

threshold.  

3.35 Rather, our approach is to only make IM changes that will likely promote one or 

more of the overarching objectives above at paragraph 3.12. This requires us to 

apply our framework and exercise judgement, in light of both the pros and the cons 

of making the change. 
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The role of quantitative analysis  

3.36 In our draft IM Review framework, we said that we see the weighing up of the pros 

and cons of a proposed IM change primarily as a qualitative exercise, though some 

quantitative analysis might be informative in situations where doing so is 

practicable and meaningful. Therefore, while the Act does not require a formal 

quantitative analysis of proposed changes to the IMs, quantitative analysis may 

usefully support our qualitative assessment of the pros and cons of a proposed 

change in some situations. 

3.37 Types of quantitative analysis often used for regulatory—and policy—decisions 

include cost benefit analysis (CBA) and ex-post evaluation.  

3.37.1 CBA is often conducted before the introduction of new regulations. When 

done appropriately, it makes assumptions explicit, and values different types 

of costs and benefits in a consistent way. This provides the basis for more 

informed choices between different regulatory options. 

3.37.2 Ex-post evaluation is conducted after a regulation has been introduced. It 

helps form an evidence base to inform changes to current regulations. 

3.38 In its submission on the draft IM Review framework, the CAC recommended we 

introduce “a cost-benefit analysis that takes a whole of life approach to network 

investment, and includes [the following] considerations:  

3.38.1 the investment required to meet decarbonisation as technology and 

consumer energy demands change; and 

3.38.2 timely access to data and network resilience on low voltage networks.”108 

3.39 MEUG also advocated for quantitative cost-benefit analysis as a tool for prioritising 

changes in the Change element of the IM Review.109 

3.40 Transpower supported:110  

…attempt[ing] to quantify benefits as far as possible and avoid over or undue reliance on 

intuitive or subjective judgement. We agree with the Commission that “quantitative analysis 

may not always be possible, appropriate, or meaningful”. [Transpower is] also mindful that 

qualitative factors should not assume a merely supplementary function but should be able to 

be given independent and, where appropriate, decisive weight. These principles are well 

canvassed by the Court of Appeal in Godfrey Hirst NZ Ltd v Commerce Commission [[2016] 

NZCA 560]. 

 

108  CAC, above n 96, at para 4.5.  
109  MEUG, above n 8, at paras 4-5. 
110  Transpower, above n 8, at pg. 12. 
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3.41 We remain of the view that quantitative analysis is not always possible, 

appropriate, or meaningful. For instance, when reviewing a specific IM that acts as 

an input to a much broader regulatory regime, it may not be possible to isolate its 

effect on the performance outcomes of regulated suppliers. However, quantitative 

analysis may be helpful to inform specific decisions. Therefore, we maintain our 

position from the 2016 IM review of only undertaking a quantitative analysis where 

this would likely add real value to our weighing of the pros and cons of a proposed 

change.111  

3.42 Regarding the CAC’s recommendation to include consideration of timely access to 

meter data: access to meter data is outside our regulatory remit, though it is within 

the Electricity Authority’s remit and is a priority of theirs.112 

Do changes to one IM prompt consequential changes to other IMs?  

3.43 In considering a potential change to one IM we will consider whether this prompts 

consequential changes to other IMs for internal consistency or effectiveness 

reasons, applying the overarching objectives.  

3.44 In considering this question, examples of the factors we may have regard to are:  

3.44.1 Where a change is made to a PQ path IM, should a corresponding change be 

considered to the equivalent IM for ID to maintain alignment between ID and 

PQ regulation?  

3.44.2 Where a change is made to an IM for one sector, should a corresponding 

change be considered to the equivalent IM for other sectors to maintain 

cross-sector consistency? 

3.44.3 Where a change is made to one IM, does it create a need to consider 

changing another IM in order to (mechanically or substantively) 

accommodate the change? 

 

111  2016 IM review framework, above n 7, paras 103-104. 
112  Streamlining access to electricity consumption data was a recommendation from the Electricity Pricing 

Review (EPR) completed in May 2019. The Electricity Authority has already delivered part of this 
recommendation by completing the Additional Consumer Choice of Electricity Services (ACCES) project. 
Given current work on improving access to data by distributors and third parties as part of its distribution 
strategy focus, the Authority will consider further improvements to consumer access to consumption data, 
in alignment with the updating the regulatory settings for distribution networks work programme. The 
Authority is undertaking engagements with stakeholders with the goal of gathering evidence to determine 
the existence and scale of issues, which will inform a consultation paper planned for 2022. The Authority’s 
second phase of this work on this recommendation is due for completion in late 2022. 

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/6932-electricity-price-review-final-report
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/6932-electricity-price-review-final-report
https://www.ea.govt.nz/development/work-programme/evolving-tech-business/updating-regulatory-settings-for-distribution-networks/
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The type of regulation that the IM affects is also relevant  

3.45 In considering whether the pros of making a change to the IMs outweigh the cons, 

the role of the IM in question in light of the type of regulation it affects, is also a 

relevant factor we may have regard to. 

3.46 The IMs that we set for PQ regulation have a different focus from those that we set 

for ID regulation. As such, in reaching a decision on whether to change a given IM, 

we will consider the significance of that IM in the context of the type of regulation 

to which it applies. For instance:  

3.46.1 For an ID IM: how significant is the role of the IM in assessing the 

performance of regulated suppliers (eg, profitability and efficiency)?  

3.46.2 For a PQ path IM: how significant is the role of the IM in setting the maximum 

revenue or prices of regulated suppliers?  

3.47 The more significant an IM is to the type of regulation in light of those questions, 

the more even a small change to the IM might have a significant impact on the 

promotion of either the section 52A or section 52R purposes. Therefore, the type of 

regulation affected by the IM, and the significance of the change to the regulation, 

are together a key consideration when weighing up the pros and cons of changing 

an IM. 

3.48 In the case of IMs relating to specific rules and processes, or to CPP proposals, small 

changes to an IM can have a significant impact on the promotion of the section 52R 

purpose, or on complexity and compliance costs. However, the significant section 

52R impact of a small IM change could be offset if the change means the relevant 

IM better promotes the section 52A purpose of Part 4. 

Considering minor changes as a package  

3.49 When considering some minor IM changes, the pros of making a particular change 

in isolation might not outweigh the cons, under our decision-making framework. 

However, when bundled together with other small changes, the pros of the 

package of minor changes might outweigh the cons. This might occur, for example, 

where a number of minor changes are proposed for one IM. The first change might 

have a relatively high ‘cost’ associated with it, but the marginal cost of the 

additional changes to the same IM might then be lower, while the benefits 

continue to accumulate. 
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Chapter 4 Application of key economic principles 

Purpose of this chapter 

4.1 The purpose of this chapter is to describe the key economic principles that provide 

useful guidance to us in giving effect to section 52A when making decisions in the 

IM Review. 

Overview of the key economic principles 

4.2 In our draft IM Review framework, we put forward three key economic principles 

relevant to our decision-making under the Part 4 regime:  

4.2.1 ex-ante FCM; 

4.2.2 allocation of risk; and 

4.2.3 asymmetric consequences of over-/under-investment.  

4.3 We elaborate on these three principles under the subheadings below paragraph 

4.6. We first outline the role of the three principles in the IM Review framework, 

and their background in our previous regulatory decision making. We then discuss 

submissions we received on the principles before setting out our position on the 

key economic principles we will proceed with under the IM Review framework. 

4.4 These economic principles support the application of the three overarching 

objectives outlined at paragraph 3.12 in our decision making.113 The economic 

principles are longstanding, dating back to when we first set the IMs in 2010, or to 

when we changed the WACC percentile for PQ regulation in 2014. They were 

developed and tested with interested parties in consultation and, in some cases, in 

the IM merits appeal.114 They are a familiar supporting feature of our decision 

making under Part 4 (and more recently, Part 6 of the Telecommunications Act), 

including in the 2016 IM review. Using them in this IM Review will accordingly 

increase regulatory predictability and certainty, consistent with the section 52R IM 

purpose.115 

 

113  https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/60532/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-
Framework-for-the-IM-review-20-December-2016.pdf2016 IM review framework, above n 7, at para X19. 

114  For example, see IM merits appeal, above n 10, at para 256. 
115  2016 IM review framework, above n 7, paras 113-153, and, Commerce Commission, “Fibre Input 

Methodologies – Main final decisions and reasons paper” (13 October 2020) (Fibre IMs final decision), at 
para 2.287.  

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/60532/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-20-December-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/60532/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Framework-for-the-IM-review-20-December-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/226507/Fibre-Input-Methodologies-Main-final-decisions-reasons-paper-13-October-2020.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/226507/Fibre-Input-Methodologies-Main-final-decisions-reasons-paper-13-October-2020.pdf
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4.5 In reaching our decisions on the IM Review, we will use the principles to inform and 

support our application and analysis of the overarching objectives set out at 

paragraph 3.12. However, the principles are only a means to an end, the end being 

the effective application of the overarching objectives and the sections 52A and 

52R purposes they focus on.  

4.6 Beyond the three familiar key economic principles, we are not aware of any other 

economic principles that would be appropriate additions to our decision-making 

framework. To be an appropriate addition to our framework, an economic principle 

would need to help us in applying and analysing the overarching objectives at 

paragraph 3.12.116  

Ex-ante real financial capital maintenance (FCM)  

4.7 The FCM principle is that regulated suppliers should have the ex-ante expectation 

of earning their risk-adjusted cost of capital (ie, a ‘normal return’), and of 

maintaining their financial capital in real terms over timeframes longer than a 

single regulatory period.117  

4.8 Price-quality regulation does not guarantee a normal return over the lifetimes of a 

regulated supplier’s assets. Suppliers’ exposure to various risks will also differ 

depending on the applicable IMs and price-quality path settings, thereby affecting 

ex-post returns. For example, suppliers’ exposure to inflation risk will differ 

depending on whether the asset valuation IM provides for or requires CPI-

indexation of the regulated asset base, and suppliers’ exposure to demand risk 

under PQ regulation will depend on whether the specification of price IM requires a 

revenue cap or a weighted average price cap. However, given that a typically 

efficient firm would expect ex ante to earn at least a normal rate of return over 

time, application of this principle can assist in promoting the section 52A(1) 

outcomes and purpose. 

Application of FCM in PQ regulation  

4.9 In practice, we apply this principle at the beginning of each regulatory period, 

based on current expectations of future circumstances at that time, by:  

4.9.1 recognising the asymmetric consequences to consumers over the long term 

of under-investment versus over-investment; 

 

116  In considering the case for additional economic principles relating to competition and pricing in setting the 
fibre IMs under Part 6 of the Telecommunications Act, we formed the view that, given the context, those 
additional economic principles would not assist us in giving effect to the statutory purposes of Part 6 at this 
stage, or otherwise fill gap in the regulatory regime under Part 6 – see Commerce Commission “Fibre 
regulation emerging views – Technical paper (21 May 2019), at paras 105-106. 

117  2016 IM review framework, above n 7, para X18.1. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/147779/Fibre-regulation-emerging-views-Technical-paper-21-May-2019.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/147779/Fibre-regulation-emerging-views-Technical-paper-21-May-2019.pdf
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4.9.2 providing appropriate compensation to suppliers for the risks they are 

required to manage either:  

(A) through an ex-ante allowance to suppliers for bearing the risk (through 
either the WACC and/or cashflows), the cost of which ultimately falls 
on consumers;118  

(B) by providing for ex-post compensation of actual costs incurred when 
the risk eventuates – although ex-post regulatory assessments of 
business performance that affect subsequent prices have their own 
risks in that they may detract from incentives to invest, so should be 
carefully considered; or  

(C) through a combination of the above, provided there is no double 
counting, and where it would promote the section 52A Part 4 purpose 
to do so; and  

4.9.3 using estimates/forecasts of cost of capital, prudent capex, prudent opex, and 

demand that are free of systematic bias.  

4.10 As a result of applying the FCM principle each regulatory period when setting PQ 

paths:  

4.10.1 suppliers have the opportunity to earn a normal return on their efficient 

investments, consistent with section 52A(1)(a) and (d);  

4.10.2 suppliers are rewarded for superior performance, consistent with section 

52A(1)(b); and  

4.10.3 efficiency gains are shared with consumers when the price path is reset (or 

via the IRIS mechanism), consistent with section 52A(1)(c). 

Application of FCM in ID regulation  

4.11 We also apply FCM when setting ID requirements. The rationale for this is that 

disclosures which are consistent with the concept of FCM enable interested 

persons to assess the extent to which regulated suppliers’ profitability levels are 

consistent with outcomes produced in a workably competitive market— meaning 

‘normal returns’.  

 

 

118  Note that where long-term demand risk (ie, longer than one regulatory period) is allocated to suppliers, 
then the potential outcome of stranded assets is consistent with ex-ante FCM. 
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Allocation of risk  

4.12 Our risk allocation principle is that, ideally, particular risks should be allocated to 

suppliers or consumers depending on which are best placed to manage them. 

Workably competitive markets tend to manage risks efficiently by allocating 

identified risks to the party considered best placed to manage them.119  

4.13 Applying this principle in the context of Part 4 regulation tends to promote the 

section 52A(1)(a)-(d) outcomes for the long-term benefit of consumers in a manner 

similar to the way those outcomes are promoted in workably competitive 

markets.120 In particular:  

4.13.1 Suppliers should bear (at least some of) the costs associated with risks they 

are best placed to manage if they eventuate. This provides incentives to 

manage these risks efficiently.121 This is relevant where risk compensation is 

provided ex-post. Where compensation is provided ex-ante, suppliers are in 

principle already exposed to the full cost of the risk eventuating. This is 

consistent with the outcomes in section 52A(1)(a) and (b). 

4.13.2 If suppliers are not compensated for the risks they bear, this may have a 

detrimental impact on investment incentives, to the detriment of outcomes 

in section 52A(1)(a). 

4.13.3 Suppliers should not be compensated for risks that consumers bear – such an 

allocation to consumers should result in lower prices to consumers of the 

regulated service (relative to a situation where the risks were allocated to the 

suppliers with the associated compensation for bearing the risks). This is 

consistent with outcomes in workably competitive markets (and specifically, 

section 52A(1)(b) and (c)).  

4.14 Managing risks includes:  

4.14.1 taking actions to influence the probability of occurrence where possible;  

4.14.2 taking actions to mitigate the costs of occurrence; and  

4.14.3 the ability to absorb the impact where it cannot be mitigated.  

 

119  Our focus is not on replicating all the potential outcomes of workably competitive markets per se, but 
rather with specifically promoting the section 52(1)(a)-(d) outcomes for the long-term benefit of consumers 
consistent with the way those outcomes are promoted in workably competitive markets. 

120  Commerce Commission “Setting the customised price-quality path for Orion New Zealand Limited” (29 
November 2013), paras B31, B37. 

121  This approach helps avoid the problems associated with moral hazard, ie, a situation where a party will 
tend to take risks because the costs that could result will not be borne by that party. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/63158/Final-decision-for-setting-the-customised-price-quality-path-of-Orion-New-Zealand-Limited-29-November-2013.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/63158/Final-decision-for-setting-the-customised-price-quality-path-of-Orion-New-Zealand-Limited-29-November-2013.pdf
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4.15 In considering the application of this principle we are also taking into account 

practical impacts of risk allocation. For example, during the Orion CPP we allowed 

for full cost recovery of Orion’s immediate expenditure post-Canterbury 

earthquakes as we did not want to disincentivise this important expenditure. In 

summary, this is not an overriding principle, and we consider the overall impact in 

promoting the section 52A purpose statement of a potential allocation of risk. 

4.16 Regulated suppliers have various risk management tools at their disposal, including 

insurance, investment in network strengthening/resilience, hedging, contracting 

arrangements, and delaying certain decisions, like when to make large investments. 

Some of these tools may have associated costs to suppliers. 

Application of the risk allocation principle to PQ regulation  

4.17 FCM is applied to PQ regulation to compensate suppliers for the risks they are 

required to manage. To determine the regulatory settings necessary to give effect 

to the FCM principle, we need to consider the allocation of risk. We aim to allocate 

risks to the party best placed to manage them. Once risks are allocated between 

suppliers and consumers, we compensate suppliers and consumers122 accordingly 

through the PQ path we set.123 

4.18 The way that Part 4 has been implemented, interpreted, and understood to date 

means that consumers ultimately bear most risks over the long term, with some 

scope for ensuring suppliers bear short-term risks that they are better placed to 

manage, where this is consistent with section 52A.  

Application of the risk allocation principle to ID regulation  

4.19 We have also applied the principle that risks are allocated to the party best placed 

to manage them in ID regulation. In the context of airports, we noted that, when 

considering how to allocate risks, it may be useful to consider any risk sharing 

arrangements that have already been agreed between airports and airlines.124 

 

122  Where consumers bear risks, they are, in effect, compensated through prices that are lower than they 
would have been had suppliers borne those risks. 

123  Commerce Commission “Setting the customised price-quality path for Orion New Zealand Limited Final 
reasons Paper” (29 November 2013), paras B20-B97, C5.2; and, Commerce Commission “Amendment to 
the WACC percentile for price-quality regulation for electricity lines services and gas pipeline services: 
Reasons paper” (30 October 2014), chapter 3. 

124  Commerce Commission “Input methodologies review decisions, Topic paper 5: Airports profitability 
assessment” (20 December 2016), at paras 472-476. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/63158/Final-decision-for-setting-the-customised-price-quality-path-of-Orion-New-Zealand-Limited-29-November-2013.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/63158/Final-decision-for-setting-the-customised-price-quality-path-of-Orion-New-Zealand-Limited-29-November-2013.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0029/88517/Commerce-Commission-Amendment-to-the-WACC-percentile-for-price-quality-regulation-Reasons-Paper-30-October-2014.PDF
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0029/88517/Commerce-Commission-Amendment-to-the-WACC-percentile-for-price-quality-regulation-Reasons-Paper-30-October-2014.PDF
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0029/88517/Commerce-Commission-Amendment-to-the-WACC-percentile-for-price-quality-regulation-Reasons-Paper-30-October-2014.PDF
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/60538/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Topic-paper-5-Airports-profitability-assessment-20-December-2016.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/60538/Input-methodologies-review-decisions-Topic-paper-5-Airports-profitability-assessment-20-December-2016.pdf
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Asymmetric consequences of over-/under-investment  

4.20 The FCM principle is applied recognising there could be asymmetric consequences 

to consumers of regulated services, over the long term, of under-investment versus 

over-investment.  

4.21 If a material asymmetry exists, this principle allows us to recognise the asymmetry 

and consider ways to mitigate the risks to end-users (eg, through applying an uplift 

to the regulatory WACC).  

4.22 The principle of asymmetric consequences of under/over-investment can help give 

effect to the outcomes under section 52A(1)(a) and (b). In many cases, it involves 

trading off the costs to consumers of promoting investment (ie, higher prices) 

against any expected benefits associated with reducing the risk of under-

investment (such as improved quality, including reduced risk of large-scale supply 

outages). 

Application of the asymmetric consequences principle to PQ and ID regulation  

4.23 In the context of the IMs, the principle of asymmetric consequences of over-

/under-investment is relevant mainly to our decision on whether an adjustment 

might be required when calculating the regulatory WACC to protect consumers 

from the risk of under-investment. However, this principle may also be helpful in 

other future decisions we set under PQ regulation or the performance measures to 

be reported under ID. We also have specific provisions in the airport sector for 

airports to justify the use of a WACC percentile in setting their targeted profitability 

level at price setting events. 

Our view of the status of the key economic principles 

4.24 When applying these key economic principles to date, we have done so because we 

considered the principles to be consistent with the section 52A purpose. For 

example, we have used FCM as a way of promoting section 52A(1)(a)-(d) outcomes 

that would be achieved in competitive markets—ie, in competitive markets 

suppliers expect to make at least a normal return over the long term. However, we 

have also recognised that the FCM concept is not absolute—it does not guarantee 

that regulated suppliers earn a normal return over the life of the assets, as such a 

guarantee would be inconsistent with section 52A. 

4.25 We have also applied FCM recognising the asymmetric consequences of 

over-investment and under-investment to consumers, and seeking, where 

practicable, to allocate risks between consumers and suppliers according to the 

party best placed to manage them, but only where this is consistent with section 

52A. 
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4.26 The Court approved of our application of the FCM principle in the IM merits appeal, 

observing that:125 

Central to the Commission’s approach to Part 4 regulation and to regulatory control 

of natural monopolies more generally are the related concepts or principles of NPV 

(net present value) = 0 (NPV = 0) and financial capital maintenance (FCM). In terms 

of the Commission’s determination of the IMs, these are first mentioned in the 

executive summary to the June 2009 IMs Discussion Paper. There the Commission, 

in what we think is a non-controversial way, explains the relationship between the s 

52A(1) purpose and outcomes, and economic principles stemming from the three 

dimensions of economic efficiency – allocative, productive and dynamic – which the 

s 52A(1) outcomes both reflect and are designed to promote. 

4.27 We do not consider the key economic principles amount to a ‘regulatory compact’ 

between us and regulated suppliers that might bind us to accepting the outcome of 

applying the principles to a proposed decision. However, to the extent the key 

economic principles continue to assist us to give effect to the section 52A purpose 

and outcomes we would not depart from them lightly. The Part 4 regime was 

intended to provide greater certainty over time,126 and we accept that wholesale 

rejection of principles we have consistently applied may affect this certainty.  

4.28 If applying one or more of the principles to a proposed decision is unhelpful to, or 

inconsistent with, the overarching objectives, then we will not apply the relevant 

principles to that decision, and we will be transparent with stakeholders as to our 

reasons.127  

4.29 Specifically, we acknowledge that there may come a time when, due to various 

circumstances, the key economic principles no longer assist us in promoting the 

section 52A purpose and application of these principles is no longer sustainable.  

4.30 At the time of the 2016 IM review, the continued uptake of some emerging 

technologies that might act as substitutes to the regulated electricity lines service 

provided important context. For the current IM Review, a key contextual issue is 

the impact on regulated sectors of the transition to a low carbon economy, in 

particular the risk of significantly reduced demand in the gas sector. 

 

125  IM merits appeal, above n 10, at para 256.  
126  Above n 10, at para 135. 
127  2016 IM review framework, above n 7, para X19, and, Fibre IMs final decision, above n 115, at paras 2.285-

2.286. 
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4.31 The market risk, in either context, is that if enough consumers disconnect from the 

network, the remaining consumers will not be willing or able to pay the prices that 

would be required for regulated suppliers to achieve FCM, even if our price path 

remains consistent with FCM. There may also be a political risk in that if 

circumstances change to a sufficient extent, the government may intervene and 

amend or repeal Part 4. If such a ‘tipping point’ occurs, regardless of any action we 

might take, suppliers may not be able to achieve FCM. 

Submitters generally endorsed the three key economic principles  

4.32 In submissions on the three principles in our draft IM Review framework: 

4.32.1 Chorus Limited, Air NZ, MEUG, and Unison endorsed ongoing use of the three 

principles.128 Vector submitted that the key economic principles “underpin 

the design of the Part 4 regime. In particular, [FCM] is the cornerstone of the 

Part 4 regime.” 

4.32.2 On the application of the principles, MEUG submitted:129   

We are pleased that the Commission has clearly stated the economic principles that 

it uses to guide its decisions do not amount to a regulatory compact and that they 

do not take precedence over the statutory purposes and provisions of Part 4. This 

should clarify the expectations on what the economic principles are meant to 

convey and how they should be used.  

4.32.3 For its part, Vector did not consider there could be a justifiable reason to 

depart from the economic principle of FCM.130 Powerco similarly observed 

that: 131  

[w]hile ex ante FCM is not an explicit requirement in the Act, it is essentially the way 

to translate [the section] 52A(1)(a) (investment) and 52A(1)(d) (excess profits) limbs 

of the 52A purpose to a business context. Specifically, investment will not occur if ex 

ante FCM doesn’t hold. 

 

128  Air NZ, above n 8, at pg. 1; Chorus Limited “Submission on Part 4 input methodologies review” (11 July 
2022), at para 21; MEUG, above n 8, at para 3; and, Unison, above n 5, at para 6. 

129  MEUG, above n 8, at para 30. 
130  Vector, above n 87, at para 34, and, Vector, above n 5, at para 18. 
131  Powerco, above n 50, at pg. 3. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/287991/Chorus-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/287991/Chorus-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
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4.32.4 Vector also encouraged us in promoting the Part 4 purpose to prioritise 

dynamic efficiency over allocative efficiency and productive efficiency: “[i]n 

considering its statutory purpose to incentivise efficiency, the Commission’s 

focus in recent regulatory periods has been on static efficiency (i.e. on 

reducing costs). In the current environment, dynamic efficiency is of 

paramount importance.”132  

4.32.5 Powerco endorsed Vector’s point on dynamic efficiency in its cross-

submission, saying:133  

the IM framework does not sufficiently incentivise innovation. We think the 

Commission can have confidence that setting more substantial incentives for 

innovation is the right decision because there is now a significant degree of 

certainty about the value, timing, and need for network companies to innovate and 

utilise new technologies. 

4.32.6 Unison submitted that the risk allocation principle should be further 

considered or qualified in terms of intertemporal equity and spreading the 

cost of managing risk over time more effectively, not just as between 

regulated suppliers and consumers.134  

4.33 We comment below on submitters’ points, including the EDBs’ requests referred to 

in Chapter 3 that we amend the IM Review framework to introduce a financeability 

test as a new key economic principle to accompany the three other principles:135 

4.33.1 We reiterate our position that the economic principles provide guidance on 

how we might best promote the purpose of Part 4 under section 52A, 

through our decisions. They are not the cornerstone of Part 4; they do not 

amount to a ‘regulatory compact’; and they do not take precedence over the 

statutory purposes and provisions of Part 4. We remain of the view that if a 

principle ceases to be consistent with the Part 4 purpose, we will not 

continue to apply that principle. 

 

132  Vector, above n 87, at paras 23-29, and, Vector, above n 5, at para 30. 
133  Powerco, “Powerco cross-submission on IM review process and issues paper” (3 August 2022), at pg. 3. 
134  Unison, above n 5, at paras 10-13. 
135  WE*, above n 8, at pg. 11; and Vector, above n 5, at para 22. 

https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/289827/PowerCo-Cross-submission-on-IM-Review-Process-26-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-4-August-2022.pdf
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4.33.2 Regarding Vector’s request that in promoting the Part 4 purpose we prioritise 

dynamic efficiency over allocative efficiency and productive efficiency: in line 

with the High Court’s judgment,136 our focus has been on promoting the 

outcomes under section 52A(1) in a balanced way, exercising our judgement 

and making decisions on what best promotes the long-term benefit of 

consumers. To this effect, we restate and reemphasise our position from the 

2016 IM Review:137 

In a number of IM-setting contexts [in first setting the IMs] we…reasoned that 

greater weight should be given to dynamic efficiency than allocative efficiency. As 

we linked placing greater weight on dynamic efficiency as being consistent with s 

52A(1)(a)— ie, the promotion of incentives to innovate and invest—that may have 

suggested we proposed giving greater weight to limb (a) of the s 52A purpose over 

other limbs.  

 

These ideas were extensively discussed in the IMs merits review judgment and 

underpinned the challenge to our use of 75th percentile WACC. The Court’s primary 

concern was not with whether the principles were correct in the abstract, but rather 

with its doubt at our rationale for adopting the principles (that rationale being that 

dynamic efficiency promotes investment over time and thus the long-term benefits 

of consumers) and our application of that approach (favouring any higher level of 

investment irrespective of its nature). The Court was doubtful that if "dynamic 

efficiencies are, as the Commission believes, most important" that higher expected 

returns will stimulate that outcome. In respect of s 52A itself, the Court rejected any 

ranking of the (a)-(d) outcomes and stated that "the paragraph (a) and (d) outcomes 

need to be balanced." 

… 

Consequently, in [our] 2014 WACC percentile decision, we did not reiterate our 

previously stated position that dynamic efficiency considerations would always be 

favoured over allocative efficiency, or solely link the promotion of dynamic 

efficiency with the promotion of investment. 

4.33.3 Accordingly, we do not propose to elevate the promotion of dynamic 

efficiency benefits above static efficiency benefits. Notwithstanding this, we 

recognise the potential benefits to consumers that can come from 

innovation, so nor would we want to underestimate these because they can 

be harder to quantify. 

 

136  IM merits appeal, above n 10, at para 684. 
137  2016 IM review framework, above n 7, at paras 136-137, and para 142. 
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4.33.4 Regarding Unison’s request to reconsider the risk allocation principle to 

better accommodate intertemporal equity: in promoting the section 52A 

purpose and the long-term benefit of consumers, if we considered 

tomorrow’s consumers were better placed to manage risks than today’s 

consumers, or vice versa, then that may be a factor we could take into 

account when applying that economic principle.  

4.33.5 We do not consider that introducing a new economic principle in the form of 

a financeability test would further help us in applying the Part 4 purpose. 

However, we may take financeability into account to the extent doing so is 

consistent with promoting the Part 4 purpose in a particular context. Further, 

in resetting a DPP, we may set an alternative rate of change for a particular 

supplier if, we consider it necessary or desirable to minimise any undue 

financial hardship to the supplier or to minimise price shock to consumers.138  

 

 

138  Section 53P of the Act. 
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Attachment A The Task Force on Climate-Related 
Financial Disclosures 

Purpose of this Attachment 

 This Attachment introduces the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure 

(TCFD) framework, and how we intend to leverage the TCFD’s terminology and risk 

themes in the IM Review to help us understand and categorise the climate-related 

uncertainties, risks and opportunities facing regulated suppliers. 

 We have updated this Attachment in light of submissions on our consultation on the 

draft IM Review framework and Process and Issues paper to reiterate that we intend 

to leverage the terminology and risk themes from the TCFD framework, but we are 

not proposing to require regulated suppliers to complete a TCFD disclosure or 

intending to produce one ourselves. 

Climate change is affecting the sectors regulated under Part 4 

 Stakeholders’ feedback on the draft IM Review framework paper generally agreed 

that climate change posed significant risks and opportunities to sectors regulated 

under Part 4.139 

 The energy and airport sectors are in a period of transition and change, particularly 

in relation to the impact of climate change and the transition to a low carbon 

economy. 

 These sectors face risks and opportunities from climate change and decarbonisation, 

including the physical risks of climate change to network resilience, and changing 

investment drivers due to increased electrification. 

 To assist us in identifying and reviewing these risks and opportunities we proposed 

leveraging terminology and risk themes from the TCFD framework to categorise 

climate-related risks and issues. 

 

139 For example, see: Transpower, above n 8, at pg. 1; Air NZ, above n 8, at pg. 3; and, ENA, above n 8, at pg. 3. 
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Background on the full TCFD framework 

 In 2017, the Financial Stability Board, an international body of financial regulators, 

released the final recommendations from its TCFD.  The TCFD provided a global 

framework for financial institutions, large corporates, and other organisations to 

develop more effective climate-related financial disclosures through their existing 

reporting processes.140 

 New Zealand also introduced mandatory climate-related financial disclosures under 

the Financial Sector (Climate-related Disclosures and Other Matters) Amendment 

Act 2021.  The Act aligns with the TCFD and requires large-listed issuers, registered 

banks and other deposit takers, licensed issuers, and managers of managed 

investment schemes to make climate-related disclosures from 2023 onwards. 

Why we are using the TCFD framework 

 There has been an increasing focus on climate-related risks and opportunities since 

the 2016 IM review.  

 The TCFD framework has been widely adopted internationally to promote better 

understanding of climate-related risks and opportunities in both the private and 

public sector. Eight regions, including New Zealand,141 have proposed or introduced 

TCFD-aligned official reporting requirements and climate-related disclosures.  

 Most of the stakeholder feedback we have received to date on the external 

environment and its impact on the sectors our regulated suppliers operate in has 

been decarbonisation-focussed. With that in mind, the TCFD presents an 

internationally recognised (and increasingly adopted in New Zealand) method for 

categorising a broad range of physical and transitional risks and opportunities 

related to climate change.  

 Further, we consider the terms used in the TCFD are accessible and can be 

commonly understood when engaging in discussion regarding climate-related 

matters. Submissions on our draft IM Review Framework paper generally agreed 

with our use of TCFD terms to categorise climate-related risks and opportunities.142 

 

140  TCFD, “Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures” (July 2017). 
141  Other regions include Brazil, the European Union, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland, and the 

United Kingdom. 
142  For example, see: Vector, above n 87, at para 15; Transpower, above n 8, at pg. 5; and Mercury NZ Limited, 

“Submission on IM Review Process and Issues paper and draft Framework paper” (11 July 2022), at pg. 3. 

https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/60/2021/10/FINAL-2017-TCFD-Report.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/288008/Mercury-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/288008/Mercury-Submission-on-IM-Review-Process-and-Issues-paper-and-draft-Framework-paper-11-July-2022.pdf
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Climate-related disclosures in New Zealand 

 As noted above, the TCFD framework is the basis of New Zealand’s recently 

introduced mandatory climate-related financial disclosures reporting regime.  

Beyond mandatory reporting, the TCFD framework is being voluntarily adopted 

across several state-owned enterprises, mixed ownership model companies, and 

government entities as a framework for disclosing and better understanding climate-

related issues. 

 The TCFD framework and its terminology will be familiar to some of our regulated 

suppliers already. For example: 

A14.1 Auckland Airport, as a listed company, is required to make TCFD 

disclosures.143 

A14.2 Orion has produced a TCFD style report.144 

A14.3 Vector published a TCFD report in 2021.145 

A14.4 Transpower has adopted a multi-year TCFD programme.146  

 We also note that First Gas’s submission included a modified TCFD framework to 

assess climate-related risks and opportunities that affect First Gas’s gas transmission 

business and gas distribution business and consumers.147 First Gas’s TCFD-style 

approach exemplified: 

A15.1 the flexibility of the TCFD framework and terminologies in describing the 

range of external environment risks regulated entities face; 

A15.2 the framework’s usefulness in obtaining a comprehensive view of climate 

change-related risks (both transitional and physical) and opportunities; and 

A15.3 the impact of the transition to a low carbon economy and, in particular, the 

risk of significantly reduced demand in the gas sector. 

 

143  https://corporate.aucklandairport.co.nz/sustainability/environment/energy-and-carbon.  
144  https://www.oriongroup.co.nz/assets/Company/Corporate-publications/2020-Orion-Climate-Change-

Report.pdf.  
145 https://blob-static.vector.co.nz/blob/vector/media/vector2021/vector_tcfd_2021.pdf  
146 https://www.transpower.co.nz/about-us/sustainability/task-force-climate-related-financial-disclosures  
147  First Gas, above n 54, at pgs. 34-38. 

https://corporate.aucklandairport.co.nz/sustainability/environment/energy-and-carbon
https://www.oriongroup.co.nz/assets/Company/Corporate-publications/2020-Orion-Climate-Change-Report.pdf
https://www.oriongroup.co.nz/assets/Company/Corporate-publications/2020-Orion-Climate-Change-Report.pdf
https://blob-static.vector.co.nz/blob/vector/media/vector2021/vector_tcfd_2021.pdf
https://www.transpower.co.nz/about-us/sustainability/task-force-climate-related-financial-disclosures
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How we will apply the TCFD framework 

 We adapted the TCFD’s approach to identifying, assessing and managing climate-

related risks. We have leveraged the terminology and risk themes from the TCFD 

framework to classify the climate-related issues raised by stakeholders that could 

impact regulated suppliers’ operations.  

 We have captured themes from engagement with stakeholders and mapped them to 

elements of the Part 4 regime (including non-IM parts of the regime). This was 

documented in Chapter 4 of the Process and Issues paper.  

 The risk themes and subcategories were: 

A18.1 Transition risks – transitioning to a lower-carbon economy may entail 
extensive policy, legal, technology, and market changes to address 
mitigation and adaptation requirements related to climate change. 
Depending on the nature, speed, and focus of these changes, transition risks 
may pose varying levels of financial and reputational risk to organizations. 

A18.2 Physical risks - physical risks resulting from climate change can be event 
driven (acute) or longer-term shifts (chronic) in climate patterns. Physical 
risks may have financial implications for organizations, such as direct 
damage to assets and indirect impacts from supply chain disruption. 
Organisations’ financial performance may also be affected by changes in 
water availability, sourcing, and quality; food security; and extreme 
temperature changes affecting organizations’ premises, operations, supply 
chain, transport needs, and employee safety. 

A18.3 Opportunities - efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change also produce 
opportunities for organisations, for example, through resource efficiency 
and cost savings, the adoption of low-emission energy sources, the 
development of new products and services, access to new markets, and 
building resilience along the supply chain. Climate-related opportunities will 
vary depending on the region, market, and industry in which an organization 
operates. The Task Force identified several areas of opportunity as described 
below. 
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Figure A1: Schematic of Physical and Transition risks and Opportunities adapted from TCFD 

“Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures” (July 2017). 

We are not seeking full TCFDs 

 A point of concern some stakeholders raised in submissions was how we intend to 

use the TCFD. Stakeholders were concerned about the additional regulatory and 

audit burdens this might put on regulated businesses. These submitters requested 

further details and practical examples of how we intend to apply the TCFD 

framework.148  

 As MEUG noted in its cross-submission:149 

A20.1 we proposed to use a “TCFD-style” framework – not the full suite of TCFD 

recommendations from the Financial Stability Board in 2017; 

A20.2 we are not requiring regulated suppliers to complete a TCFD disclosure, nor 

are we producing a TCFD ourselves; and 

A20.3 the TCFD will not be a factor in deciding what issues we prioritise for the IM 

Review. 

 

148  Vector, above n 87, at para 18, and, ENA, above n 8, at pg. 4. 
149  MEUG, above n 52, at paras 5-8. 
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A20.4 We introduced the TCFD-style approach and terminology purely to support 

discussion in the IM Review regarding climate-related risks and 

opportunities. The TCFD framework represents a common terminology for 

labelling and categorising risks and opportunities in the external 

environment for the IM Review.  
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Theme Subcategory Definition Examples Impact 

Transition 
Risk 

Policy and Legal The risk that legislation, 
regulations and obligations 
change over time. 
 
Also, increased litigation and legal 
risk due to changing statutory 
interpretation and/or an 
organisation’s failure to 
adequately mitigate risks 

• Increased administrative or 
compliance costs 

• Enhanced obligations 

• Increased exposure to 
litigation 

• Mandate or regulation of 
existing products and services 

• Increased operating costs (eg, higher compliance costs, 
increased insurance premiums)  

• Write-offs, asset impairment, and early retirement of 
existing assets due to policy changes 

• Affects ability to recover costs 

• Underutilisation of existing infrastructure 

• Increased costs and/or reduced demand for products 
and services resulting from fines and judgments 

Technology Technological improvements or 
innovations that have a significant 
impact on organisations  

• Substitution of existing 
products and services with a 
more efficient or effective 
option 

• Unsuccessful investment in 
new technologies 

• Costs to transition to new 
technologies 

• Write-offs and early retirement of existing assets 

• Reduced demand for products and services 

• Research and development expenditures on new and 
alternative technologies 

• Capital investments in technology development 

• Costs to adopt/deploy new practices and processes 

Market Shifts in supply and demand for 
certain commodities, products, 
and services 

• Changing consumer behaviour 

• Uncertainty in market signals 

• Increased cost of raw 
materials or inputs 

• Reduced demand for goods and services due to shift in 
consumer preferences 

• Increased production costs due to changing input prices 
(eg, energy, water) and output requirements (eg, waste 
treatment) 

• Abrupt and unexpected shifts in output prices  

• Change in revenue mix and sources, resulting in 
decreased revenues 

• Re-pricing of assets (eg, fossil fuel reserves, land 
valuations, securities valuations) 

Reputation Changing customer or community 
perceptions of an organization’s 
contribution to or detraction from 
the transition to a lower-carbon 
economy. 

• Shifts in consumer 
preferences 

• Stigmatisation of the sector 

• Increased stakeholder 
concern or negative 
stakeholder feedback 

• Reduced revenue from decreased demand for 
goods/services 

• Reduced revenue from decreased production capacity 
(eg, delayed planning approvals, supply chain 
interruptions) 
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• Reduced revenue from negative impacts on workforce 
management and planning (eg, employee attraction and 
retention) 

• Reduction in capital availability 

• Reduction in ability to recover costs 

Physical Risk Acute Risks that are event-driven, 
including increased severity of 
extreme weather events, such as 
cyclones, hurricanes, or floods 

• Increased severity of extreme 
weather events such as 
cyclones and floods 

• Reduced revenue from decreased production capacity 
(eg, transport difficulties, supply chain interruptions) 

• Reduced revenue and higher costs from negative impacts 
on workforce (eg, health, safety, absenteeism) 

• Write-offs and early retirement of existing assets (eg, 
damage to property and assets in “high-risk” locations)  

• Increased operating costs (eg, inadequate water supply 
for hydroelectric plants or to cool fossil fuel plants) 

• Increased capital costs (eg, damage to facilities) 

• Reduced revenues from lower sales/output 

• Increased insurance premiums and potential for reduced 
availability of insurance on assets in “high-risk” locations 

Chronic Longer-term shifts in climate 
patterns (eg, sustained higher 
temperatures) that may cause sea 
level rise or chronic heat waves. 

• Changes in precipitation 
patterns and extreme 
variability in weather patterns 

• Rising mean temperatures 

• Rising sea levels 

Opportunities Resource 
Efficiency 

Actions that can result in direct 
cost savings to organizations’ 
operations over the medium to 
long term and contribute to the 
global efforts to curb emissions. 

• Use of more efficient modes 
of transport  

• Use of more efficient 
production and distribution 
processes 

• Reduced water usage and 
consumption 

• Reduced operating costs (eg, through efficiency gains 
and cost reductions) 

• Increased production capacity, resulting in increased 
revenues 

• Increased value of fixed assets (eg, highly rated energy 
efficient buildings) 

• Benefits to workforce management and planning (eg, 
improved health and safety, employee satisfaction) 
resulting in lower costs 

Energy source The trend toward decentralized 
clean energy sources, rapidly 
declining costs, improved storage 
capabilities, and subsequent 
global adoption of these 
technologies are significant. 
Organizations that shift their 
energy usage toward low emission 

• Use of lower-emission sources 
of energy 

• Use of supportive policy 
incentives 

• Use of new technologies 

• Participation in carbon market 

• Shift toward decentralized 
energy generation 

• Reduced operational costs (eg, through use of lowest 
cost abatement) 

• Reduced exposure to future fossil fuel price increases  

• Reduced exposure to greenhouse gas emissions and 
therefore less sensitivity to changes in cost of carbon 

• Returns on investment in low-emission technology 

• Increased capital availability (eg, as more investors 
favour lower-emissions producers) 
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energy sources could potentially 
save on annual energy costs. 

• Reputational benefits resulting in increased demand for 
goods/services 

Products/services Innovation and development of 
new low-emission products and 
services may improve their 
competitive position and 
capitalize on shifting consumer 
and producer preferences. 

• Development and/or 
expansion of low emission 
goods and services 

• Development of climate 
adaptation and insurance risk 
solutions 

• Development of new products 
or services through R&D and 
innovation 

• Ability to diversify business 
activities 

• Shift in consumer preferences 

• Increased revenue through demand for lower emissions 
products and services 

• Increased revenue through new solutions to adaptation 
needs (eg, insurance risk transfer products and services) 

• Better competitive position to reflect shifting consumer 
preferences, resulting in increased revenues 

Markets Opportunities in new markets or 
types of assets that may diversify 
activities and better position 
market participants for the 
transition to a lower-carbon 
economy.  

• Access to new markets 

• Use of public-sector 
incentives 

• Access to new assets and 
locations needing insurance 
coverage 

• Increased revenues through access to new and emerging 
markets (eg, partnerships with governments, 
development banks) 

• Increased diversification of financial assets (eg, green 
bonds and infrastructure) 

Resilience Developing adaptive capacity to 
respond to climate change to 
better manage the associated risks 
and seize opportunities, including 
the ability to respond to transition 
risks and physical risks. 
Opportunities include improving 
efficiency, designing new 
production processes, and 
developing new products.  

• Participation in renewable 
energy programs and 
adoption of energy efficiency 
measures 

• Resource 
substitutes/diversification 

• Increased market valuation through resilience planning 
(eg, infrastructure, land, buildings) 

• Increased reliability of supply chain and ability to operate 
under various conditions 

• Increased revenue through new products and services 
related to ensuring resiliency 

 


